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Foreword 

The aftermath of Brexit has seen unprecedented global changes in its wake. We are 
yet to understand and adjust to the “new normal” of the international order, not to 
mention the “evolving normal” of Sri Lanka’s domestic order after the end of its civil 
war in 2009, and rebalancing of relations with major powers. 

In 2017, the Lakshman Kadirgamar Institute of International Relations and Strategic 
Studies (LKI) convened a landmark conference on foreign policy, to try and 
understand the risks and potential of international and domestic orders together – and 
to synthesise those understandings in a way that could inform the direction of Sri 
Lanka’s foreign policy. This was the primary objective of convening the conference, 
which was titled Sri Lanka’s Foreign Policy: Choices in a Changing World. The 
conference began with a seminar on Emerging Issues in the Indian Ocean and 
proceeded as a larger forum on Sri Lanka’s foreign policy, which explored (i) the 
foundations of that policy, (ii) its strategic, legal and economic issues, and (iii) its key 
actors. 

The conference convened a range of experts – including o�cers from the Ministry of 
Foreign A�airs of Sri Lanka, other policymakers, academics and researchers from Sri 
Lanka and overseas, as well as lawyers, activists and journalists. Together, they 
provided analysis and suggestions on frameworks of Sri Lanka’s foreign policy 
(including non-alignment and Sri Lanka’s self-perception in international a�airs), the 
day-to-day issues of Sri Lankan diplomacy (such as illegal fishing and finalising trade 
agreements) and strategies of foreign policy (for example, para-diplomacy and the use 
of international law). These proceedings present their views of the experts in summary 
and longer form, with the hope that it will help to formulate and refine policy ideas, 
responses and solutions, and provide the necessary detail to inform blueprints like Sri 
Lanka’s Vision 2025. 

The conference and these proceedings benefited from multiple sources of support, 
including from (i) the Ministry of Foreign A�airs, which made available both,  speakers 
and financial support, (ii) Hemas PLC, which generously enabled the Seminar on 
Emerging Issues in the Indian Ocean, (iii) Mr. Daneshan Casie Chetty, who kindly 
advised on the project, and (iv) last but not least, the dedicated sta� and Board of 
Management of LKI, especially Barana Waidyatilake and Nicola de Silva, who tirelessly 
coordinated the project. With similar excellent partnerships from the public and 
private sectors, LKI looks forward to continuing its mission to generate insights and 
recommendations on Sri Lanka’s foreign policy. 

Dr. Dinusha Panditaratne
Executive Director, LKI

Dr. Ganeshan Wignaraja
Chair, Global Economy Programme, LKI
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Executive   

The Lakshman Kadirgamar Institute of International Relations and Strategic Studies 
(LKI) held a landmark event titled Sri Lanka’s Foreign Policy: Choices in a Changing 
World on the 28th and 29th of June 2017. 

The two-fold objectives of the event were:

(1)   To review Sri Lanka’s foreign policy in light of changes in the national, 
 regional, and global contexts; and 
(2)  To formulate policy suggestions for the next five years. 

The event was attended by nearly 300 people, which included representatives from 
the Foreign Ministry of Sri Lanka, the diplomatic community, think tanks and 
academia, civil society, the private sector, and the media. The event garnered 
extensive media coverage, and was reported in various outlets such as the Sunday 
Times, Daily FT, The Island, the Daily Mirror, and Ceylon Today (which was the o�cial 
media partner for the event).

The two-day event was structured as two distinct sessions: a seminar on 
Emerging Issues in the Indian Ocean; and the Sri Lanka Foreign Policy Forum. 
The seminar brought together both foreign and local experts to discuss recent 
developments in the region under two thematic sessions: Emerging Security Issues, 
and Normative Developments and Dispute Resolution. The Sri Lanka Foreign Policy 
Forum was composed of four distinct sessions: The Foundations of Sri Lankan 
Foreign Policy, Strategic and Normative Issues of Foreign Policy, a Foreign Policy for 
National Development, and Key Actors in Sri Lankan Foreign Policy. 

The main issues discussed at the event and the key recommendations suggested are 
contained below.

Geopolitical Issues
The evolving strategic context in the Indian Ocean, particularly against the backdrop 
of growing Sino-Indian strategic competition, was one of the primary geopolitical 
themes that was discussed. It was argued that China’s strategic goals in the Indian 
Ocean were to secure the sea lanes of communication that are vital for its trade and 
energy supply, to invest excess economic capacity via projects of the Belt and Road 
Initiative (BRI), and to protect its nationals working on those projects. India, mean-
while, was seen as looking to e�ectively maintain a leadership position in the Indian 
Ocean region and therefore is apprehensive about Chinese cultivation of influence 
over regional economies via investments in the BRI. 

Besides Sino-Indian strategic competition in the Indian Ocean, participants also 
discussed rising non-traditional security threats in the region, including piracy, human 
smuggling, Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) fishing, and climate change. 
They highlighted Sri Lanka’s vulnerability to non-traditional threats such as human 
smuggling and IUU fishing and emphasised the utility of a whole-of-government 
approach in addressing such threats. 

Summary
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A broader underlying policy of actively supporting a rules-based international order 
would be helpful in this regard. 

Finally, participants also discussed the utility of Sri Lanka’s adherence to 
non-alignment in its current strategic context. Opposing views were expressed on the 
subject. For some, non-alignment remained a policy imperative; a broad ideological 
spectrum that allowed for movement within the spectrum rather than leaving it 
outright. For others, non-alignment appeared to have outlived its Cold War-era utility 
and providing only a veneer of neutrality that masks underlying alliances in practice – 
including increasingly important economic networks. 

Key policy suggestions emerging from the discussion were:

n While the international system is moving towards a di�erent polarised world,  
 it would be hasty to underestimate the US global influence and military   
 prowess. Accordingly, Sri Lanka should continue to engage constructively   
 with the US. 
n Sri Lanka should invest in resources to develop a deep understanding of the  
 internal drivers and implications of Indian and Chinese foreign policy and   
 strategic initiatives.
n Sri Lanka could balance between China and India by advocating for a   
 rules-based international order and working within regional blocs, especially  
 economic blocs.
n Sri Lanka should cultivate pro-Lankan constituencies in India using   
 culture-based soft power (such as religious heritage links).
n Sri Lanka should carefully evaluate the costs and benefits of Foreign Direct  
 Investment (FDI) and strategic partnerships in politically sensitive areas such as  
 Trincomalee.
n Sri Lanka, along with other regional states, should invest more in coastguards  
 rather than navies to address non-traditional security threats. The use of   
 coastguards is generally perceived to be less hostile than military deployments.
n Sri Lanka could host an international institution that analyses and provides  
 responses to maritime security threats. Sri Lanka could look to the Regional  
 Cooperation Agreement on Combating Piracy and Armed Robbery against  
 Ships in Asia (ReCAAP) and assess how Singapore has become a centre for  
 information sharing.
n Sri Lanka should continue to adhere to non-alignment, and perhaps exploit the  
 crisis of leadership in the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) to band together with  
 moderate states within NAM in taking the movement forward in a more   
 principled manner consistent with NAM’s historical values.
n Sri Lanka could build its soft power and brand as a middle income economy 
 by establishing a small foreign aid programme.     Economic Issues
As Sri Lanka is a small open economy, the implications of an unfavourable external 
economic environment since the global financial crisis in 2008 received considerable 
attention. Asia’s trade has slowed in relation to GDP since the crisis, and FDI inflows to 
the region have fallen. There is uncertainty in international policy and a growing risk of 
protectionism. The Trump administration is adopting an ‘America First’ approach, which 
led to the US withdrawal from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) Agreement and 
re-negotiation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). The Doha Round 
of the World Trade Organization (WTO) appears to have collapsed, and there is still little 
discussion onreviving the negotiations or embarking on a new multilateral trade round. 
The Brexit discussions are sparking worries about the future direction of EU and UK 
trade policy.         
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According to some participating experts, export pessimism on Asia’s trade and FDI is 
overstated. Advanced economies are in recovery mode ,and this will translate into 
rising import demand for goods and services from Asia, China’s growth moderation 
and rising labour costs also present business opportunities for others. These include 
development of technologically sophisticated global value chains (GVCs) in East Asia, 
the migration of some of China’s labour-intensive GVC stages to Asian countries, a 
greater role for SMEs in Asia’s GVCs, and the expansion of service exports across Asia. 

Furthermore, some Asian countries are intent on pursuing various regional 
cooperation initiatives and  are keen to keep markets open. ASEAN and major 
regional economies are actively negotiating Asia’s mega-regional trade agreement – 
the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership – and pursing bilateral free trade 
agreements (FTAs). China has also developed the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) from 
Asia to Europe, and established the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) to 
foster greater regional infrastructure development. 

The discussions alluded to Sri Lanka’s trade and FDI record. The country has 
a geographical advantage to become an economic hub between Dubai and 
Singapore, a role that few others currently seek, and to be a gateway to the Indian 
subcontinent. It was the first economy in South Asia to adopt economic reforms 
when it switched to an outward-oriented strategy, in 1977. Sri Lanka has attracted FDI 
and witnessed the growth of exports of tea, textiles, and tourism. It recently regained 
GSP+, which enables preferential market access to the EU. It is also actively pursuing 
bilateral FTAs with China, Singapore, and India to reduce barriers to trade and FDI. 

However, Sri Lanka is facing several pressing challenges in the post-crisis era. FDI 
flows lag trade flows, and neither is diversified in terms of products and markets. 
The US and EU continue to dominate the country’s tea and textiles trade. There is 
little evidence of entry into GVCs led by East Asia and into the region’s expanding 
trade in services. There is a risk that the country’s limited trade policy capacity is 
over-burdened by the simultaneous pursuit of multiple FTA negotiations.

Additionally, as a lower middle-income economy, Sri Lanka is likely to receive less 
concessionary aid and be more reliant on more expensive finance from international 
capital markets and international agencies. Bilateral non-traditional donors with 
various commercial interests are rising in importance in the context of dwindling aid 
flows to Sri Lanka, and non-resident Sri Lankans are expressing interest in 
contributing to Sri Lanka’s economic development. 
 
Key policy suggestions emerging from the discussion were:

n Sri Lanka should attempt to diversify its sources of FDI towards regional   
 economies, particularly investors from the South Indian states and from   
 provinces in China. 
n It should adopt a more proactive approach to FDI and strategic investors   
 using modern promotion tools, incentives, and public-private sector 
 partnerships.
n Sri Lanka’s foreign service, like its counterparts in other foreign ministries, can  
 usefully support the Board of Investment to promote inward FDI, including by  
 liaising with  multinational companies in their host countries and potential local
 joint-venture partners. 
n An initiative for economic engagement with non-resident Sri Lankans could  
 bring capital and skills into key sectors and professions. 
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n As Sri Lanka will increasingly deal with more advanced economies in East   
 Asia, it should enter bilateral investment treaties (BITs) with a selective and  
 di�erentiated approach. 
n The country’s FTA strategy should prioritise the conclusion of agreements   
 with a few key Asian economies. Its FTA negotiating capacity must be   
 strengthened, if necessary by using external expertise, including the expertise  
 of non-resident Sri Lankans.
n Sri Lanka should examine how it can take advantage of key Asia-wide 
 strategic initiatives (such as the BRI, RCEP, and possibly the TPP) and existing  
 WTO agreements (like the Trade Facilitation Agreement and the Information  
 Technology Agreement).
n Sri Lanka should firmly uphold principles of competition, transparency, and aid  
 e�ectiveness in transactions with non-traditional bilateral donors.
n Sri Lanka should pursue deep structural reforms to improve the business   
 environment for the private sector, including reducing import tari�s, 
 streamlining business procedures, investing in physical and internet 
 infrastructure, improving access to finance for SMEs, and raising 
 labour productivity. 
n A whole-of-government approach is needed for geoeconomic diplomacy,   
 with coordination among various ministries, departments, and other 
 government agencies. A unit within the Prime Minister’s O�ce that promotes  
 inter-agency cooperation between the defence and foreign policy 
 establishments would be a useful start. 

Legal Issues 
The legal context of Sri Lanka’s political and economic diplomacy was a recurring theme 
of the discussions. Participants analysed this legal context at the levels of international 
law and domestic law. They emphasised Sri Lanka’s potential to use both international 
and domestic law to maximise the country’s development and global opportunities, 
while also noting current challenges to this task, which include a lack of human and 
other resources and momentum for legal reforms.

Participants highlighted Sri Lanka’s distinguished history in international law. 
Well-known diplomats, judges, and academics from Sri Lanka have made significant 
contributions to international law in organs of the United Nations (UN) and in other 
influential organisations. Three Sri Lankans – including Christopher Weeramantry, 
Antony Anghie, and Radhika Coomaraswamy – are among the select few of around 20 
global thinkers who have delivered the Grotius Lecture of the American Society of 
International Law. Sri Lanka’s historical reputation in international law can be viewed as 
a source of its soft power.

Another largely positive context is that Sri Lanka has sought to be a responsible host 
state for foreign investment, that is compliant with bilateral and international legal 
decisions. By contrast to its approach with investment treaties, however, participants 
observed deficiencies in Sri Lanka’s use of international human rights laws to secure 
human rights in the country. They noted the lack of a legal mechanism to enquire into 
allegations of violations of criminal law (both national and international), despite the 
recommendations of the Consultation Task Force on Reconciliation Mechanisms that 
was appointed by the government. 
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Other challenges remain, especially in using the domestic legal system to harness 
international opportunities. Sri Lanka’s domestic legal system lags behind other 
jurisdictions in Asia in e�ciency and transparency and therefore, in its ability to attract 
foreign investment. A major challenge is that Sri Lanka lacks the capacity to track and 
leverage the increasingly complex network of international laws in both economic and 
non-economic spheres; for example, in the sphere of intellectual property. This is 
essential to maximising the potential value of such obligations to Sri Lanka, as well as 
to minimising their risks. international), despite the recommendations of the 
Consultation Task Force on Reconciliation Mechanisms that was appointed by the 
government. 

Key suggestions emerging from the discussion were:

n The government should work to maximise the benefits of international laws  
  and harness Sri Lanka’s historical reputation as a leader in this field, rather  
  than acting passively, or even defensively, in response to international laws. 
n Sri Lanka should therefore identify and devote additional resources (e.g. from  
 overseas Sri Lankans) towards understanding the details and nuances of 
 Sri Lanka’s network of international obligations, as well as obligations it may  
 assume in future.
n To encourage foreign investment, there is an urgent need to significantly   
 increase the e�ciency of the judicial system. For example, the average time  
  to enforce a contract in Sri Lanka’s courts is much longer than in competitor  
  economies like Singapore.
n Sri Lanka should build on recent, welcome changes to dual citizenship laws  
  by further reforming its immigration laws to facilitate the economic 
 contributions of overseas Sri Lankans. India’s experience of instituting legal  
  arrangements for their diaspora to live and work in India may be instructive.
n If there is not su�cient progress on preventing illegal fishing in the Palk Strait,  
 Sri Lanka may wish to consider pursuing litigation under the UN Convention  
 on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), which is an option that has been 
 successfully used by other smaller states against larger neighbours.
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Opening Address by Hon. Ravi Karunanayake, MP, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs & Chairman of the Lakshman Kadirgamar Institute (LKI) at the 
commencement of proceedings of the Seminar on Emerging Issues in 
the Indian Ocean and Foreign Policy Forum
    
Wednesday, 28 June 2017 

Hon. Governors and Ministers, Your Excellencies, Distinguished Guests, Ladies and 
Gentlemen: It gives me great pleasure, as the new Chairman of the Lakshman 
Kadirgamar Institute, to address this eminent gathering of policymakers, diplomats, 
scholars, corporate leaders, lawyers, civil society, and students, at this landmark 
event on Sri Lanka’s foreign policy. 

It has been a little over a month since I became Foreign Minister. I am conscious that 
I have assumed an o�ce and responsibilities previously held by some of our most 
illustrious leaders, not least by the late Hon. Lakshman Kadirgamar after whom this 
Institute is fittingly named, but also by Mr. A.C.S. Hameed, Mrs. Bandaranaike, and 
several others, each of whom left invaluable legacies for our international relations.
    
While it is early days of my tenure, I can say that one of my priorities is to build a 
foreign policy – and a foreign service – that predicts and innovates, rather than one 
that reacts and stagnates. So I look forward to hearing the forecasts and analysis of 
the experts invited to speak today, as part of developing a foreign policy that 
foresees and grasps the opportunities of a changing world.  For my part, I will begin 
the discussion by, first, briefly observing three major shifts that are apparent in the 
current international order.
 
Some of these shifts present opportunities, while some present risks – but mostly, I 
believe, they will present what we as Sri Lankans will choose to make of them. In the 
second part of my address, I will, therefore, outline some thoughts on how Sri Lanka’s 
foreign policy can adapt to these global shifts. Finally, I will e�ectively speak on how 
the Foreign Ministry itself must change to implement policies for Sri Lanka’s 
long-term economic and strategic interests.
 
1. A Changing World: Three Major Shifts 

To begin the discussion of major global shifts, I want to highlight three such shifts, 
although many more will be discussed today. These three are: 
 i. First, the sustained shift in economic power from the West to the East; 
 ii. Second, the recent social and political resistance, in some parts of the   
 world, to previously established values of the global order. These values   
 include globalisation, free trade, rule of law, and democratic principles; and 
 iii. Third, the transformation of national and international society due 
  to rapid digitalisation.

(i)  Economic Power from West to East 

The first shift, in economic power from the West to the East, has been gathering
pace for some decades, and has accelerated since the early 2000s. In particular, 2001 
may be seen as a watershed moment in this shift because of China’s accession to the 
World Trade Organisation that year, which resulted in estimated gains of nearly USD 
10 billion a year for the Chinese economy. Sixteen years later, China is the world’s 
largest economy in terms of purchasing power parity (PPP). Even in terms of nominal 
GDP, it is estimated to overtake the US as the world’s largest economy by 2029. 
Meanwhile, India is predicted to overtake the US as the world’s second-largest 
economy in PPP terms by 2050.  

Former Minister of Foreign A�airs 
and Chairman of LKI, 

Hon. Ravi Karunanayake, M.P.

“Sri Lankan foreign 
policy must prioritise 

commercial diplomacy,
 take a clear stand for 

values that are in its 
long-term interest, and 

embrace – not fear – 
digitalisation and the 

millennial generation.”
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  to rapid digitalisation.

(i)  Economic Power from West to East 

The first shift, in economic power from the West to the East, has been gathering
pace for some decades, and has accelerated since the early 2000s. In particular, 2001 
may be seen as a watershed moment in this shift because of China’s accession to the 
World Trade Organisation that year, which resulted in estimated gains of nearly USD 
10 billion a year for the Chinese economy. Sixteen years later, China is the world’s 
largest economy in terms of purchasing power parity (PPP). Even in terms of nominal 
GDP, it is estimated to overtake the US as the world’s largest economy by 2029. 
Meanwhile, India is predicted to overtake the US as the world’s second-largest 
economy in PPP terms by 2050.  

The growing economic power of these Asian powers has also translated into more 
confident foreign policy initiatives. China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is one of the 
most ambitious connectivity plans ever envisioned, which could result in USD one trillion 
of investment in over 60 countries. India is also strengthening its regional 
engagement, with one example being Prime Minister Modi’s commitment 
of USD two billion towards strengthening India-ASEAN connectivity. For Sri Lanka, 
this shift from West to East is naturally a welcome development. Given our strategic 
location at the centre of the Indian Ocean, it provides an unprecedented economic 
opportunity if we carefully plan and actively pursue it. 

(ii) Weakened confidence in foundational values 

The second global shift I want to note is a weakened confidence in previously 
well-established principles that underpin the international order. These principles include 
globalisation, free trade, the rule of law, and liberal democracy. This shift can also be 
traced back to the year 2001, when the US experienced its terrorist attacks and confront-
ed a predicament that we in Sri Lanka had faced for a long time: that is, the question of 
how to ensure a free and open society in view of a major threat to national security and 
sovereignty. 

The gradual weakening of confidence in established norms and values, especially in the 
West, is apparent in Brexit and in last year’s presidential election in the US and the 
subsequent political turbulence. While global values of political and economic freedom 
were unfortunately never universally applied or evenly enforced in our world, there is 
now even more uncertainty as to how we can ensure a rules-based international order, 
which includes norms like freedom of navigation and overflight, free trade, democratic 
institutions, and the equal rights of all. 

As a smaller state in a region with increasingly powerful players, Sri Lanka should be 
concerned about any apparent weakening of support for these values, which are 
necessary for Sri Lanka’s long-term stability and interests. To paraphrase the first Foreign 
Minister of Singapore, the Sri Lankan-born S. Rajaratnam, a smaller state needs a 
rules-based international order for “practical self-interest, and not vague idealism,” so 
that it can ensure its long-term objectives of peace through collective security, economic 
development, and self-determination.  

(iii) Increasing digitalisation
 
The third shift that I want to highlight is the growing digitalisation of societies and 
political activity. From tweeting presidents to more serious concerns such as the hacking 
of sensitive government data and terror networks spreading via social media, the 
information revolution is transforming our world. The ability of social media networks to 
a�ect far-reaching changes is not yet visible in Sri Lanka, but this is only a matter of time. 
Events like the Arab Spring have shown us that social media activism can be revolution-
ary and even anarchic, causing further insecurity in a world that is already facing 
uncertainty about established values. 

Despite the uncertainties and risks of digitalisation, however, young people are fully 
embracing it. In Sri Lanka, as in many other parts of the world, the highest percentage of 
social media users is aged between 18 and 34. Access to an endless flow of information 
from various quarters through mobile phones makes the younger generation more 
sceptical of o�cial sources of information and less accepting of traditional social 
hierarchies. 
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Sri Lanka must not fear these changes but, rather, should recognise them as potentially 
valuable resources, and find ways to harness them for exponential national growth.
 
2. How Sri Lanka’s Foreign Policy Should Respond to These Shifts

I want to comment briefly on how Sri Lankan foreign policy can evolve in light of each 
of the three shifts just mentioned: the increasing power of the East relative to the West; 
less confidence in the underlying values of the international order; and rapid 
digitalisation.  

As observed earlier, the shift in power from West to East is a positive one for Sri Lanka. 
This is indicated by the interest of the major regional powers in investing in Sri Lanka. 
India has indicated an interest in investing over USD two billion in the East Container 
Terminal of the Colombo Port, along with other projects like the oil tank farm in 
Trincomalee, under a public-private partnership with the Sri Lankan government.

China is investing over USD 1.5 billion in building the Colombo International Financial 
City (CIFC). Japan is also investing in key projects, including in a LNG terminal (jointly 
with India), and is actively seeking more opportunities here. 

Yet despite these positive developments, Sri Lanka has so far been largely reactive to 
the interest of its neighbours and potential partners. We cannot a�ord to remain 
complacent, believing that we will automatically reap the economic rewards of a global 
shift from West to East.  We will not.  It is worth noting that, although China is a large 
investor in Sri Lanka, foreign direct investment from China in other regional economies 
like Laos, Cambodia, and Malaysia is much higher than in Sri Lanka.  

Sri Lanka must, therefore, develop a proactive foreign policy centred on commercial 
diplomacy, to maximise the benefits of growing economic power in our region. There 
are several strategies of commercial diplomacy that we should pursue. 
I will just mention a few of these: 

n First, we should pursue a “hub diplomacy,” which relentlessly promotes Sri Lanka  
 as the first-choice location for the regional headquarters of international 
 companies, from established multinationals to expanding start-ups. Just as   
 Singapore established itself as a successful hub between India and China, so too  
 can Sri Lanka – as a centre of the entire Indian Ocean region (that has a population  
 over two billion), between Singapore and Dubai. 
n Second, while “thinking global,” our foreign service must also “act local,” by   
 utilising strategies of para-diplomacy. As the Prime Minister has observed,   
 there are untapped opportunities in neighbouring cities and regions, including  
 with the five southern states of India: Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu,  
 Kerala and Telangana. These states have a total population of 250 million people  
 and GDP of US$400 billion.  
n Third, we must continue to prioritise our proposed free trade agreements with  
 India, China and Singapore. If our local resources are overstretched, we should  
 seek external expertise and training to conclude these negotiations. 
n Fourth, we should research the potential to engage with proposed “mega   
 FTAs” like the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), and   
 similarly, advocate greater trade liberalisation in regional groupings that   
 Sri Lanka is already part of,  like BIMSTEC and the Indian Ocean Rim   
 Association (IORA). The potential of IORA, for example, is evident in the   
 numbers: its member states represent more than a quarter of the global 
 population yet less than 10% of its GDP. The IORA of today could become the
 ASEAN of tomorrow. 
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n Fifth, we need to research and pursue new sources of investment closer to   
 home. These include the Chinese-led Silk Road Fund, Export-Import Bank of   
 China and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, but also new sources of   
 capital in other markets in the region, including in South and Southeast Asia   
 and the Middle East.
n Sixth, we need to promote the integration of Sri Lankan small and medium   
 enterprises (SMEs) into global and regional value chains. 
n Seventh, just as India has done with its own diaspora, we must reach out to   
 Overseas Sri Lankans. They have networks and know-how that we currently do  
 not even appreciate, let alone leverage.

Sri Lanka’s overall mission in pursuing these strategies is to maximise the economic 
benefits of its unique location at the centre of trading networks in the Indian Ocean, and 
at the doorstep of the Indian subcontinent. In other words, Sri Lanka must cultivate a 
dual identity as both the ‘Centre of the Indian Ocean’ and the ‘Gateway to the 
Subcontinent.’ Several other economies have successfully built and leveraged such a dual 
identity, including Hong Kong in relation to China, Singapore with ASEAN, and even New 
Zealand with Australia. As I explained in a recent interview, Hong Kong built its 
prosperity by marketing itself as an international financial city, as well as a gateway to 
mainland China. 

Achieving a successful dual identity, however, is not merely a commercial task. 
Sri Lanka’s commercial diplomacy must be founded on clear and stable principles to 
underpin the policy consistency that investors demand, and to safeguard our security 
from emerging regional power plays that are already apparent in the South China Sea 
and on the Korean Peninsula. This brings me to how Sri Lanka should respond to the 
second global shift: weakened support for the values of the international order. 

There may be some in Sri Lanka who are tempted see a global shift away from these 
values as an opening for Sri Lanka, to be less bothered with standards like the rule of 
law and free trade. I take a di�erent and more long-term view. An international 
rules-based order is essential for Sri Lanka’s peace and security, economic growth, 
and democratic stability. 

Indeed, smaller countries like ours rely on a rules-based order as a far more preferable 
alternative to the scenario of rule by force – a game which we cannot win, and certainly 
not alone. It is for this reason that Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew once wrote that 
“Singapore must remain committed to upholding the rule of law in relations between 
states,” even if there are limits to the e�cacy of international law. 

Sri Lanka’s development as a centre of the Indian Ocean cannot a�ord a weakening of 
international rules and principles like freedom of navigation, commitment to the law of 
the sea, and democratic values.  This is why President Sirisena signed the Jakarta 
Concord this March at the IORA Summit, a�rming freedom of navigation, 
a “culture of democracy” and human rights, and Prime Minister Wickremesinghe 
has recently spoken of a Code of Conduct for military vessels in the Indian Ocean. Our 
foreign policy must, therefore, continue to advocate and support a rules-based global 
order.  

With regard to the third shift of digitalisation, and the millennial generation that 
has grown up with it, Sri Lankan foreign policy must look upon this shift as an unusual 
opportunity with high potential. Sri Lanka has developed great minds and expertise that
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pushing the boundaries of information and communication technology in both the 
educational and private sector. 

For example, in 2013,  the University of Moratuwa had the most number of student 
projects accepted by Google’s Summer of Code programme for the seventh year 
running, beating all other universities in the world, including the National University of 
Singapore (which ranked in 7th place) and Peking University (which ranked 9th). 
Our IT professionals have created software for global clients like the London Stock 
Exchange.
 
Achievements like these can be multiplied if our foreign policy goes beyond formal 
diplomatic relations to establishing valuable people-to-people links with key partner 
economies. For example, our missions abroad can assist the thousands of Sri Lankan 
students studying abroad, including in India and China, to obtain internships in 
high-growth companies and new industries. These students may then return to 
Sri Lanka with networks that they can tap. Even if they remain abroad, we can tap 
them for ideas, network introductions, and other assistance.

3. How the Foreign Ministry should respond to these shifts 

I have already ventured into my final point, which is the need for our Foreign Ministry to 
develop into a proactive and unified team of diplomats and missions – beyond the 
current situation in which we have excellent Foreign Service o�cers without compre-
hensive and transformative team support. To take full advantage of the shift in econom-
ic power to Asia, we should and will prioritize commercial diplomacy. Our recruitment 
should target professionals from the private sector, even if only on secondment, and 
commercial attachés in our missions abroad need to be skilled in trade negotiations and 
fluent in the local language. We will work to attract young Sri Lankans who have 
studied abroad in countries like China, so that we will gain o�cers with the required 
cultural fluency and language skills without significant additional investments of time 
and money.   

There are several foreign ministries in other countries that o�er valuable examples of 
commercial diplomacy. The New Zealand government developed its national brand as 
‘New Zealand Inc.’, and it ensures that New Zealand’s private sector is deeply involved 
in strategising New Zealand’s trade policy. O�cers in their Ministry of Foreign A�airs 
and Trade, and even the Media Advisor, have previously worked at a senior level in the 
dairy sector. This helps to ensure synergies and transfers of knowledge between New 
Zealand’s foreign ministry and private sector. As to how the Ministry should promote 
international principles like freedom of navigation, free trade, the rule of law, and 
human rights, we can begin by formulating an organisational mission, which states the 
aims of Sri Lanka’s foreign policy and the principles for which we have always stood. 
Just like sta� of leading private sector companies are guided by a corporate mission, 
so too should our Foreign Service o�cers. The Netherlands is one example of a nation 
that does this well by explicitly stating that its foreign policy aims to achieve security, 
prosperity, and freedom. 

Finally, in view of digitalisation and the millennial generation, the Ministry’s 
institutional culture and structures may need an overhaul. We can increase the reach of 
our digital diplomacy, especially by penetrating foreign markets such as China, using 
channels such as Weibo and WeChat. While a few of our missions already usefully 
employ digital diplomacy, every mission’s social media should proactively market our 
country and opportunities. For examples of this approach, one need only look at the 
Facebook pages of some of the foreign missions here in Colombo. 
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It has been observed that the most important aspect of foreign policy is the people who 
make it, and if the Ministry is to attract the best and brightest of the millennial genera-
tion, it must be attuned to their expectations. Millennials don’t want staid and hierarchical 
bureaucracies. Rather, they want horizontal workplaces where their voices are heard 
from day one, with clear targets and merit-based advancement. If we want young 
innovators, we must be committed to a culture of innovation. 

We can’t promise casual clothes and table tennis at our o�ces like in Silicon Valley, but 
we can start with new practices like an Ideas Lab, online and in person, and an “open 
door” policy. Many Foreign Service o�cers are already o�ering valuable suggestions. 

To sum up, our relations with India over the years have been built on mutual confidence 
and respect for each other. What we have to ensure is that this cordiality is not exploited 
by political or any other opportunist to their advantage. Therefore, it is incumbent upon 
me to safeguard and develop our ever-strengthening relationship to the highest levels. 

The Sri Lankan foreign policy must prioritise commercial diplomacy, take a clear stand 
for values that are in its long-term interest, and embrace – not fear – digitalisation and 
the millennial generation.  This is a tall order, but we can achieve it together.  As the late 
Hon. Lakshman Kadirgamar said of our di�cult peace process, “It’s not a question of 
pulling a rabbit out of a hat.” 

Likewise, building a foreign policy for our changing global order is no easy task, but it is 
an imperative nonetheless.  During these changing times, we cannot a�ord to stand still. 
Let us move ahead and grasp the hand of others who, like us, want to secure continued 
peace and prosperity. 

Thank you.
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Chaired by: 
> Adm. Dr. Jayanath Colombage, Director, Centre for 
 Indo-Lanka Initiatives, the Pathfinder Foundation, and  
 former Commander, Sri Lankan Navy

Panellists: 
> Dr. David Brewster, Senior Research Fellow, National  
 Security College, Australian National University
> Prof. Lailufar Yasmin, Department of International  
 Relations, University of Dhaka, Bangladesh

Discussant from Sri Lanka:
> Ms. Sashikala Premawardhane, Ministry of Foreign A�airs
 

Session 1: Emerging
SecurityIssues



Traditional Security and Great Power Interests in 
the Indian Ocean 

- Dr. David Brewster

Dr. Brewster spoke on the power dynamics between the major regional and extra-re-
gional players in the Indian Ocean, focusing on China, India and the 
United States. 

Main Points:

n While the international system is moving towards a multipolar world, it would be  
 hasty to underestimate the United States’ military prowess and influence.
n A great military power relies, to a large extent, on others’ perception of its   
 international capability, and any decline in its perceived capability could   
 undermine US influence in the region, which would be detrimental to American  
 allies in the region. 
n India’s current designs on the Indian Ocean are coloured by its desire to emulate  
 British imperial control of the Indian Ocean. India wishes to secure itself as the   
 most influential power in the Indian Ocean. 
n China’s strategic objectives in the Indian Ocean are primarily geared towards the  
 protection of its sea lines of communication across the northern Indian Ocean. 
n At this point, India continues to have a maritime advantage over China in the   
 Indian Ocean due to China’s current limitations in its ability to project military   
 power; for instance, China has only one operational aircraft carrier at present. 
n However, China seeks to increase its naval presence to protect the increasing   
 number of Chinese nationals living in the region, along with its growing   
 investments in Indian Ocean countries.

Key Recommendations:

n Indian Ocean states should maximise the use of coast guards instead of naval   
 forces when trying to address non-traditional threats. The use of coast guards is  
 generally perceived to be less hostile than military deployments.
n States such as Sri Lanka should find a way to reassure India’s security concerns  
 in the Indian Ocean without becoming hostage to India’s directives.

Dr. David Brewster, 
Senior Research Fellow,
Australian National University

“States  in the Indian 
Ocean should try to 
maximise the use of 
coastguards over 
the use of navies, 
in terms of addressing 
non-traditional security
 threats. Coastguards ... 
can be a very interesting 
and important way
 of reducing any tensions.”
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Non-Traditional Threats: We are all like Islands in 
the Sea

- Prof. Lailufar Yasmin

Prof Yasmin spoke on non-traditional security threats to the Indian Ocean region. 

Main Points:

n Key non-traditional security threats in the Indian Ocean include: terrorism; piracy;  
 transnational organised crime (tra�cking in drugs, arms, and people); IUU   
 fishing; and climate change. 
n Terrorism in the Indian Ocean involves Al-Qaeda operating in the Gulf of Aden  
 and the Persian Gulf, and Lashkar-e-Taiba operating in the Arabian Sea. It   
 previously involved the LTTE operating in the Bay of Bengal.
n Piracy in the Indian Ocean is driven by both economic deprivation and easy   
 access to Indian Ocean choke points in the straits of Malacca, Bab-el-Mandeb,   
 and Hormuz.
n The Horn of Africa used to be the regional piracy hotspot in 2011 to 2012, and   
 was later replaced in this role by Southeast Asia. However, piracy in Southeast   
 Asia declined by nearly 35% from 2015 to 2016, upon the commencement of joint  
 patrolling by the navies of Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines,
n Transnational criminal networks that smuggle drugs, arms, and people are active  
 in the Indian Ocean. Ports like Karachi, Chittagong, and Bandar Abbas are key   
 transit points for drugs; Iranian and Yemeni ports for small arms; and   
 Djiboutian and Somali ports for human tra�cking.
n Climate change is also a major issue for the Indian Ocean, which has now   
 replaced the Pacific as the ocean storing the highest levels of heat.   

Key Recommendations:

n It is necessary to go beyond geography-centric views (Pax Americana, Pax   
 Sinica, etc.) and think holistically on non-traditional security.
n A ‘whole-of government’ approach, which features cooperation among relevant  
 government agencies, should be adopted in addressing non-traditional security  
 issues. 

Prof. Lailufar Yasmin, 
Associate Professor,
University of Dhaka

“The growing 
'Easternisation' 

of the world, and 
the growing shi�t of 

power from West 
to the East ... has 

brought the Indian 
Ocean to the forefront 

of global policy-making.”
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Main Points:

n Key non-traditional security threats in the Indian Ocean include: terrorism; piracy;  
 transnational organised crime (tra�cking in drugs, arms, and people); IUU   
 fishing; and climate change. 
n Terrorism in the Indian Ocean involves Al-Qaeda operating in the Gulf of Aden  
 and the Persian Gulf, and Lashkar-e-Taiba operating in the Arabian Sea. It   
 previously involved the LTTE operating in the Bay of Bengal.
n Piracy in the Indian Ocean is driven by both economic deprivation and easy   
 access to Indian Ocean choke points in the straits of Malacca, Bab-el-Mandeb,   
 and Hormuz.
n The Horn of Africa used to be the regional piracy hotspot in 2011 to 2012, and   
 was later replaced in this role by Southeast Asia. However, piracy in Southeast   
 Asia declined by nearly 35% from 2015 to 2016, upon the commencement of joint  
 patrolling by the navies of Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines,
n Transnational criminal networks that smuggle drugs, arms, and people are active  
 in the Indian Ocean. Ports like Karachi, Chittagong, and Bandar Abbas are key   
 transit points for drugs; Iranian and Yemeni ports for small arms; and   
 Djiboutian and Somali ports for human tra�cking.
n Climate change is also a major issue for the Indian Ocean, which has now   
 replaced the Pacific as the ocean storing the highest levels of heat.   

Key Recommendations:

n It is necessary to go beyond geography-centric views (Pax Americana, Pax   
 Sinica, etc.) and think holistically on non-traditional security.
n A ‘whole-of government’ approach, which features cooperation among relevant  
 government agencies, should be adopted in addressing non-traditional security  
 issues. 

Discussant from Sri Lanka on Indian Ocean 
Security 

- Ms. Sashikala Premawardhane

Points of discussion:

n Ms. Sashikala Premawardhane spoke on security in the Indian Ocean from a   
 ‘practitioner’s perspective.’ She noted several features of the Indian Ocean   
 security environment: that the region lacked a comprehensive security regime,  
 that the region includes states with great disparities in size and resource   
 endowments, that Indian Ocean countries were opposed to any actor trying to  
 unilaterally shape regional strategic order, and that countries in the region had a  
 stronger preference for bilateral or ‘minilateral’ security arrangements. 
n Ms. Premawardhane also noted that existing security partnerships in the region  
 were not very e�ective because they were largely sub-regional and narrowly 
 focused on specific areas. With regard to US policy in the region, she observed  
  that the joint statement following US President Donald Trump’s meeting with India’s  
 Prime Minister Modi in June 2017 provided greater clarity on the American position,  
 and indicated a continuing strategic commitment from the US to the region. 
n Ms. Premawardhane also emphasised the significance of non-traditional 
 security threats such as piracy, smuggling, and environmental issues, and that   
 Sri Lanka required capacity-building to address such threats. Finally, she also   
 expressed the hope that growing economic interdependence between India   
 and China might mitigate strategic competition between the two powers in   
 the region.

 

Ms. Sashikala Premawardhane, 
Director General, Ocean A�airs 
and Climate Change, Ministry of 
Foreign A�airs, Sri Lanka

“The Indian Ocean region 
is disparate in terms of 
size, in terms of resources, 
and also the interests of 
regional and extra-
regional players ... 
this poses a serious 
challenge to the 
emergence of a viable 
and sustainable 
strategic security order
 [in the region.]” 
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Chaired by: 
> Dr. Naazima Kamardeen, Faculty of Law, University of  
 Colombo

Panellists: 
> Hon. Mahdev Mohan, Assistant Professor, Singapore  
 Management University, and Nominated Member of  
 Parliament for Singapore
> Prof. Natalie Klein, Macquarie Law School, Macquarie  
 University, Australia

Discussant from Sri Lanka:
> Dr. Harsha Cabral, President’s Counsel



Commercial Context and Dispute Resolution in the 
Indian Ocean 

- Hon. Mahdev Mohan

Prof. Mohan gave a broad historical background of commercial dispute 
resolution, followed by an overview of the current commercial and dispute 
resolution contexts in the Indian Ocean region, and recommendations for Sri Lanka.

Main Points:

n A geographic shift is taking place in economic diplomacy as more states   
 gravitate eastwards to negotiate and draft significant treaties or agreements   
 with Asia, e.g. the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), Regional Comprehensive   
 Economic Partnership (RCEP), and ASEAN Comprehensive Investment   
 Agreement (ACIA).
n Sri Lanka has a geographical advantage to play a leadership or gateway role   
 between Dubai and Singapore, a space no one else has yet begun to exploit. 
n Asian countries, including Sri Lanka, could be more selective about the Bilateral  
 Investment Treaties (BITs) that they enter into, because of the knowledge and   
 experience that Asian countries have acquired in the past several decades.
n Asian states can analyse the experiences of non-Asian countries to learn the art  
 of treaty negotiations and determine alternatives. 
n Some Asian states, such as China, are becoming capital exporters.
n Research suggests an even split in awards for and against states in international  
 commercial arbitration, even though governments argue that arbitral decisions  
 are often biased in favour of foreign investors.

Key Recommendations:

n Sri Lanka and other developing states should review their BITs to understand if  
 they are first generation treaties negotiated by inexperienced o�cials, or   
 by experienced treaty negotiators.
n Sri Lanka should analyse the treaties and agreements of other states to prepare  
 for its trade and investment negotiations. Others are already doing this. For   
 instance, similarities can be found in the final draft of the TPP and the leaked   
 drafts of RCEP. 

Hon. Mahdev Mohan, Assistant 
Professor, Singapore Management 
University and Nominated Member 
of Parliament, Singapore

“China is not just one 
country, or one state – 
it's not just Beĳing.
 You can have free trade 
areas within China, and 
that is exactly what is 
happening currently . . . 
Shanghai, Fujian, 
Guandong, Tianjin - 
a whole bunch. So you can 
actually have agreements 
with each of these free 
trade areas.” 
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n China is not focusing only on one initiative like RCEP. Rather, it has multiple  
 initiatives that Sri Lanka could be a part of.
n Sri Lanka should compare its standard BITs with China’s and India’s, and with  
 at least five or six other states, to understand how states are trying to   
 manage and allocate risks.
n Sri Lanka should explore regional free trade zones in China (for example, in  
 Shanghai, Fujian, Guangdong, and Tianjin). 
n Sri Lanka should look to India and China, or within its neighbourhood, to  
 import capital and attract FDI. 
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n China is not focusing only on one initiative like RCEP. Rather, it has multiple  
 initiatives that Sri Lanka could be a part of.
n Sri Lanka should compare its standard BITs with China’s and India’s, and with  
 at least five or six other states, to understand how states are trying to   
 manage and allocate risks.
n Sri Lanka should explore regional free trade zones in China (for example, in  
 Shanghai, Fujian, Guangdong, and Tianjin). 
n Sri Lanka should look to India and China, or within its neighbourhood, to  
 import capital and attract FDI. 

Law of the Sea and Dispute Resolution: Perspectives 
for Sri Lanka 

- Prof. Natalie Klein

Prof. Klein discussed maritime disputes relating to fisheries, navigation, and maritime 
boundaries. She also explored dispute settlement, with a focus on cooperative 
mechanisms and international litigation.

Main Points:

n The most controversial maritime disputes relate to fisheries and the delimitation  
 of extended maritime zone boundaries (between the EEZs and continental shelves). 
  Sri Lanka’s key concerns are (1) the current claims before the Continental Shelf  
   Commission regarding the outer continental shelf, particularly Bangladesh’s  
   interest in the area Sri Lanka has claimed, and (2) the fishing dispute in the 
   Palk Strait. 
n In terms of using regional mechanisms, several regional fisheries management   
  organisations exist. However, there are gaps in the maritime area and issues they  
 cover, and limits to the species they protect. 
n Disputes over navigation and maritime security are largely not taken to an   
 UNCLOS forum. These matters are mostly resolved bilaterally or in regional forums. 
n Fisheries disputes are being litigated more often under UNCLOS. Smaller states  
 are using this mechanism as a way to try to reinforce the rules based order and  
 protect their fishing interests. 

Key Recommendations:

n Sri Lanka could identify the need for another regional organisation to address 
 the gaps that exist, and improve and broaden regional mechanisms.
n Sri Lanka could act as a central body by being a host state for an international   
 institution or information clearing house that analyses and provides responses 
 to maritime security threats.  Sri Lanka could look to the Regional Cooperation   
 Agreement on Combating Piracy and Armed Robbery against Ships in Asia   
 (ReCAAP), and how Singapore has become a centre for information sharing.   

Prof. Natalie Klein, 
Professor, University of New South 
Wales

“With respect to the UN 
Convention on the Law 
of the Sea, there is a strong 
inclination among courts 
and tribunals to endorse 
arguments relating to 
protection and 
preservation of the 
marine environment, 
and there is a very 
strong case that bottom 
trawling is very 
destructive of the 
marine environment.”
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n Prior to any final resolution by the Continental Shelf Commission, there is an   
 obligation to try to enter into provisional arrangements with the countries in   
 dispute. Sri Lanka should be exploring this option with Bangladesh in   
 anticipation of the decision by the Continental Shelf Commission. 
n There is a strong tendency among courts to endorse arguments relating to the   
 protection of the marine environment. Bottom trawling is very destructive of the  
 marine environment, and Sri Lanka could make claims that this practice violates  
 UNCLOS.  
n With regard to litigation, Sri Lanka could attempt to issue a declaration to   
 exclude certain maritime boundary disputes, disputes relating to military   
 activities, or historic title from the purview of jurisdiction. A declaration would   
 show awareness of the dispute resolution mechanism, and would change the   
 dynamics of bilateral discussions. 
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n Prior to any final resolution by the Continental Shelf Commission, there is an   
 obligation to try to enter into provisional arrangements with the countries in   
 dispute. Sri Lanka should be exploring this option with Bangladesh in   
 anticipation of the decision by the Continental Shelf Commission. 
n There is a strong tendency among courts to endorse arguments relating to the   
 protection of the marine environment. Bottom trawling is very destructive of the  
 marine environment, and Sri Lanka could make claims that this practice violates  
 UNCLOS.  
n With regard to litigation, Sri Lanka could attempt to issue a declaration to   
 exclude certain maritime boundary disputes, disputes relating to military   
 activities, or historic title from the purview of jurisdiction. A declaration would   
 show awareness of the dispute resolution mechanism, and would change the   
 dynamics of bilateral discussions. 

Discussant from Sri Lanka on Commercial and 
Legal Developments 
- Dr. Harsha Cabral

Points of discussion :

n Dr. Harsha Cabral spoke on Sri Lanka’s commercial dispute resolution   
 system, covering its history, strengths and weaknesses, and possible steps for   
 further improvement. Dr. Cabral noted two important steps in the development  
 of the commercial dispute resolution system in Sri Lanka: first, the Arbitration   
 Act No. 11 of 1995; and second, the establishment of the Commercial High Court  
 in 1996. 
n The Arbitration Act was designed with Swedish assistance, and introduced a   
 fairly modern arbitration system with reciprocal enforcement of foreign arbitral  
 awards. The Commercial High Court, which has jurisdiction over all commercial  
 arbitration cases, was also designed to be more e�cient than the traditional   
 legal system – for instance, by allowing litigants to appeal directly to the   
 Supreme Court. 
n Despite these developments, the Sri Lankan commercial arbitration system   
 continues to su�er from both procedural and technological ine�ciencies. For   
 example, it takes 1300 days on average to enforce a judgement in Sri Lanka, as   
 opposed to only 155 days in Singapore. Commercial arbitration in Sri Lanka has  
 failed to make use of technological advancements like online submissions of   
 petitions, statements of claim, and other documents. 
n Dr. Cabral noted that the primary issue was lethargy and narrow self-interest in  
 the legal culture, which continued to adhere to traditional procedures involving  
 multiple appearances in court. If this situation could be changed, Sri Lanka could  
 progress towards becoming a regional hub for commercial arbitration. 

Dr. Harsha Cabral, P.C., Member of 
the International Court of Arbitration

“On average, it takes 
about 1300 days to 
enforce a judgment
 in Sri Lanka ... 
In Singapore, it takes 
around 155 days.”
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Keynote Address on ‘Commercial Diplomacy’
- Prof. Chin Leng Lim 

Prof. Lim articulated the di�erences between Hong Kong’s and Singapore’s 
commercial diplomacy, and the lessons Sri Lanka could draw from the experience 
of both cities. 

Main Points:

n Singapore and Hong Kong, despite appearing to external observers as somewhat 
 similar, are radically di�erent cities with di�erent strategies for economic diplomacy.
n Three observations are made about Hong Kong’s economic diplomacy, that are  
 misunderstood by outsiders:
  Beijing is in charge of Hong Kong’s investment treaty-making powers.
  However, Beijing has delegated that authority to Hong Kong.
  Companies and Chinese citizens in Hong Kong cannot benefit from   
  Beijing’s economic treaties, which cover mainland China. However,   
  Hong Kong can still ride on Beijing’s economic diplomacy. 
n In contrast to Hong Kong, Singapore is a sovereign state, and the scope of its   
 economic diplomacy is global. 
n Singapore’s commercial diplomacy was primarily driven by two fears:
  FDI heading to China, bypassing Southeast Asia; and
  Possible failure of the WTO
n To respond to these fears, Singapore decided to strike out on its own and   
 conclude FTAs worldwide with all its major trading partners. In doing so, it also  
 pushed the rest of Southeast Asia to conclude treaties with major economic   
 partners such as China, Japan, and South Korea.
n Singapore’s global vision is also reflected in its legal sector; its recently 
 established International Commercial Court has both common law and civil 
 law legal professionals sitting on it from around the world.

Prof. Chin Leng Lim, 
Choh Ming-Li Professor of Law,
Chinese University of Hong Kong

“I think it’s important
 to have some view 
of what your 
economic diplomacy 
should be ... You may 
need to fall back on 
what I call the 
Hong Kong solution. 
You just need to 
distinguish yourself 
from what’s
going on around you.”
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Key Recommendations:

n Sri Lanka should consider transcending the region when seeking its FTAs. 
n If Sri Lanka decides to set up an international commercial court, it will need to   
 be mindful of the fact that the court’s decisions might not necessarily be enforced 
 in other jurisdictions.
n Sri Lanka might not necessarily need a robust commercial diplomacy programme 
 in the Singaporean style. Instead, it might be worthwhile for Sri Lanka to simply  
 distinguish itself from other regional economies, like Hong Kong did. 
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Chaired by: 
> Mr. Daneshan Casie Chetty, former Ambassador 
 of Sri Lanka

Panellists: 
> Dr. Radhika Coomaraswamy, former Under-Secretary- 
 General of the United Nations
> Mr. A.L.A. Azeez, Senior Director-General, West Division,  
 Ministry of Foreign A�airs, Sri Lanka
> Dr. Nishan de Mel, Executive Director, Verité Research, 
 Sri Lanka
> Dr. Paikiasothy Saravanamuttu, Founding Executive  
 Director, Centre for Policy Alternatives, Sri Lanka



Sri Lanka and Global Citizenship
- Dr. Radhika Coomaraswamy

Dr. Coomaraswamy explained the origins of global citizenship, and how the concept has 
been used to shed light on several key humanitarian issues. Dr. Coomaraswamy also 
advocated that global citizenship become a mainstay of Sri Lanka’s foreign policy 
agenda.

Main Points:

n In the past, Sri Lanka’s record of non-alignment and neutrality garnered respect 
 for its diplomatic community, who were often sought after to resolve disputes.  
 However, this reputation has diminished in recent times.
n The basis of global citizenship, as articulated in the UN Charter’s phrase “We the  
 Peoples”, recognises the plurality and di�erences between the world’s   
 nation-states. 
n Except for Europe, most great powers have selectively signed on to treaties that  
 aim to protect human rights. Sri Lanka, however, has signed on to all of them. 
n Even great powers are not able to get away with human rights violations without  
 getting noticed, even though they may escape punishment, e.g. the e�ects of the  
 US drone program.
n Global NGO networks are supplanting traditional bodies and have developed the  
 capability to highlight issues on the global stage more e�ectively than traditional  
 UN bodies.
n The UN is no longer solely focused on goals, and has been increasingly committed  
 to procedural issues such as transparency, inclusivity, and due process. 
n It is important to achieve the right balance between the local and the global when  
 addressing human rights issues. A successful case study is the emergence of   
 violence against women as a global issue, where all the work leading up to global  
 recognition was done at a local level. 

Key Recommendations:

n To rebuild the international community of states’ trust in Sri Lanka, it should make  
 global citizenship advocacy an integral part of its foreign policy.
n Sri Lanka’s global citizenship advocacy should be based on the treaty systems  
 governing human rights.

Dr. Radhika Coomaraswamy, 
former Under-Secretary General of 

the United Nations

“If [global citizenship 
issues] are only local, we 

wouldn't get anywhere ... 
at the same time, if we're 

only global, you lose touch 
with reality ... 

[it’s] a dynamic 
between the local 

and the global.” 
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Main Points:

n In the past, Sri Lanka’s record of non-alignment and neutrality garnered respect 
 for its diplomatic community, who were often sought after to resolve disputes.  
 However, this reputation has diminished in recent times.
n The basis of global citizenship, as articulated in the UN Charter’s phrase “We the  
 Peoples”, recognises the plurality and di�erences between the world’s   
 nation-states. 
n Except for Europe, most great powers have selectively signed on to treaties that  
 aim to protect human rights. Sri Lanka, however, has signed on to all of them. 
n Even great powers are not able to get away with human rights violations without  
 getting noticed, even though they may escape punishment, e.g. the e�ects of the  
 US drone program.
n Global NGO networks are supplanting traditional bodies and have developed the  
 capability to highlight issues on the global stage more e�ectively than traditional  
 UN bodies.
n The UN is no longer solely focused on goals, and has been increasingly committed  
 to procedural issues such as transparency, inclusivity, and due process. 
n It is important to achieve the right balance between the local and the global when  
 addressing human rights issues. A successful case study is the emergence of   
 violence against women as a global issue, where all the work leading up to global  
 recognition was done at a local level. 

Key Recommendations:

n To rebuild the international community of states’ trust in Sri Lanka, it should make  
 global citizenship advocacy an integral part of its foreign policy.
n Sri Lanka’s global citizenship advocacy should be based on the treaty systems  
 governing human rights.

Non-alignment in Sri Lankan Foreign Policy
- Mr. A.L.A. Azeez

Mr. Azeez spoke on the historical development of the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), its 
key concerns, and its relevance in the current global political context.

Main Points:

n Non-alignment is a principle that must be considered separately from NAM.
n The principle of non-alignment is a broad spectrum, within which a variety of   
 ideological stances can be taken without quitting the spectrum.
n NAM has survived various watershed moments in global politics, while changing in  
 both its focus and priorities. Examples of such watershed moments include the fall  
 of the Berlin Wall and the 9/11 terrorist attacks.
n The ideological rigidity of NAM has softened somewhat. This is reflected in   
 documents such as the Cartagena Document on Methodology, which replaced  
 NAM’s earlier system of absolute unanimity with broad consensus.
n NAM has always had key concerns: upholding the territorial sovereignty of member  
 states, serving as a pressure group for trade and economic justice (particularly  
 against economic exploitation of post-colonial states’ natural resources), nuclear  
 disarmament, and serving as a check against powerful actors in the UN.
n Nevertheless, there have been variations in individual member states’ policy   
 stances on some of these issues, for example, on nuclear disarmament.
n One of NAM’s greatest challenges has been its lack of credible leadership.

Key Recommendations:

n Sri Lanka should retain the principle of non-alignment in its foreign policy, since 
 it has aspects that can be leveraged in its national interest.
n It might be possible for Sri Lanka to band together with other moderate states 
 to take NAM forward.

Mr. A.L.A. Azeez, 
Sri Lanka’s Permanent Representive
to the UN

“[It] is still important 
to have non-alignment …
 in my view it is a broad
 spectrum. You can go 
from one end to the 
other without leaving 
the spectrum.”
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Alternative Frameworks to Non-Alignment
- Dr. Nishan de Mel

Dr. de Mel discussed the fundamentals of non-alignment during the Cold War, how 
those fundamentals had changed, and how they should be re-evaluated to develop an 
alternative framework to non-alignment. 

Main Points:

n Non-alignment during the Cold War became an attractive foreign policy position  
 because it aimed to overcome a security deficit, and advanced economic   
 development.
n An alternative framework to non-alignment must therefore improve security and  
 advance economic development for it to be relevant in foreign policy.
n The dynamics of non-alignment have changed in the following ways:
  A state’s relative vulnerability is no longer driven by the power(s) with which  
   it is aligned or with which it is not aligned; 
  Rather than the issue of alignment or non-alignment, a state’s relative   
   vulnerability is driven by how well it ‘plays the game’ of global rules,   
   institutions, and structures;
  Threats to security emerge more internally than externally, and more from  
   neighbouring countries than power blocs; and 
  Competition for economic alliances has outstripped competition for 
   military alliances.
n The declaration of non-alignment no longer advances security and economic   
 development the way it did during the Cold War.
n Multi-alignment cannot be considered an alternative to non-alignment. This is   
 because non-alignment has itself been a policy of multi-alignment – or in other  
 words, a form of ‘promiscuity’ in international relations.

Key Recommendations:

n In developing an alternative framework to non-alignment, policymakers must   
 consider:
  The causes of security deficits in today’s global context;
  The challenges to economic advancement in today’s global context, and

Dr. Nishan de Mel, 
Executive Director, 

Verité Research

“The declaration of 
‘no attachment’ to

 the old power blocs
 is no longer relevant 

as a currency for 
reducing vulnerability, 

in terms of security 
or economics.”
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Main Points:

n Non-alignment during the Cold War became an attractive foreign policy position  
 because it aimed to overcome a security deficit, and advanced economic   
 development.
n An alternative framework to non-alignment must therefore improve security and  
 advance economic development for it to be relevant in foreign policy.
n The dynamics of non-alignment have changed in the following ways:
  A state’s relative vulnerability is no longer driven by the power(s) with which  
   it is aligned or with which it is not aligned; 
  Rather than the issue of alignment or non-alignment, a state’s relative   
   vulnerability is driven by how well it ‘plays the game’ of global rules,   
   institutions, and structures;
  Threats to security emerge more internally than externally, and more from  
   neighbouring countries than power blocs; and 
  Competition for economic alliances has outstripped competition for 
   military alliances.
n The declaration of non-alignment no longer advances security and economic   
 development the way it did during the Cold War.
n Multi-alignment cannot be considered an alternative to non-alignment. This is   
 because non-alignment has itself been a policy of multi-alignment – or in other  
 words, a form of ‘promiscuity’ in international relations.

Key Recommendations:

n In developing an alternative framework to non-alignment, policymakers must   
 consider:
  The causes of security deficits in today’s global context;
  The challenges to economic advancement in today’s global context, and

  The relevance of non-alignment in overcoming those security deficits and  
  economic development issues. 
n Sri Lanka should ensure that any alternative framework to non-alignment   
 secures the economic and security interests of states that are not major powers  
 in the global order.
n Small states should be proactive in shaping the rules of the global order instead  
 of depending on bilateral alliances with power blocs. This is because bilateral   
 alliances with power blocs are invariably slanted in favour of the power bloc.
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Sri Lanka as the ‘Centre of the Indian Ocean’
- Dr. Paikiasothy Saravanamuttu

Dr. Saravanamuttu asserted that Sri Lanka must develop and strengthen its economic 
and political relationships with India and China. 

Main Points:

n Sri Lanka must develop an economic and political relationship with India that   
 capitalises on opportunities while also insulating against any ensuing vulnerabilities. 
n The economic complementarity between this country and the South Indian states  
 should be explored.  
n Sri Lanka should disregard the opinions of the disproportionately influential 
 members of society who are impeding the prospects for a new paradigm and new  
 diplomatic relationships. 
n A more open and globalised perspective should be embraced. The proposed   
 Hanuman Bridge between India and Sri Lanka should not be perceived as an   
 infrastructural infringement on our identity, but as a valuable opportunity for peace  
 and prosperity. 
 
Key Recommendations:

n The foreign minister needs a clear vision and strategy for Sri Lanka in the 21st   
 century. Sri Lanka must consider what its economic potential is, along with   
 challenges it will encounter, to exploit that potential to the fullest. 
n As a hub, Sri Lanka must also develop a relationship with India and China which  
 facilitates their cooperation, trade, and interaction with each other.  
n Sri Lanka will need to (1) change laws that cap foreign ownership, and (2) ensure  
 the sanctity of contracts. 
n Sri Lanka must also ensure that citizens do not see diplomacy and diplomatic   
 relationships as something alien. Ensuring domestic legitimacy for Sri Lanka’s   
 foreign policy and strategic vision is vital. 

Dr. Paikiasothy Saravanamuttu, 
Founding Executive Director,
Centre for Policy Alternatives

“If we are going to do 
the ‘hub’ idea, we are 

going to have to develop 
also, land links. How about 

the Hanuman Bridge? 
Does it open up the

 floodgates ...
to us being colonised

 by India, or does it 
provide us with 

an obvious invaluable 
opportunity for 

peace and prosperity?”
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Main Points:

n Sri Lanka must develop an economic and political relationship with India that   
 capitalises on opportunities while also insulating against any ensuing vulnerabilities. 
n The economic complementarity between this country and the South Indian states  
 should be explored.  
n Sri Lanka should disregard the opinions of the disproportionately influential 
 members of society who are impeding the prospects for a new paradigm and new  
 diplomatic relationships. 
n A more open and globalised perspective should be embraced. The proposed   
 Hanuman Bridge between India and Sri Lanka should not be perceived as an   
 infrastructural infringement on our identity, but as a valuable opportunity for peace  
 and prosperity. 
 
Key Recommendations:

n The foreign minister needs a clear vision and strategy for Sri Lanka in the 21st   
 century. Sri Lanka must consider what its economic potential is, along with   
 challenges it will encounter, to exploit that potential to the fullest. 
n As a hub, Sri Lanka must also develop a relationship with India and China which  
 facilitates their cooperation, trade, and interaction with each other.  
n Sri Lanka will need to (1) change laws that cap foreign ownership, and (2) ensure  
 the sanctity of contracts. 
n Sri Lanka must also ensure that citizens do not see diplomacy and diplomatic   
 relationships as something alien. Ensuring domestic legitimacy for Sri Lanka’s   
 foreign policy and strategic vision is vital. 

Day 2: Welcome Remarks

- Mr. M.M. Ja�eer

Mr. Ja�eer welcomed all participants, and proceeded to explain five critical issues that 
required attention in Sri Lankan foreign policymaking. 

Main Points:

n Firstly, it is important that foreign policymakers understand what Sri Lanka’s interests   
 are. Sri Lanka’s interests should be moulded by present-day realities, both external  
  and internal; in addition, the protection of national interests should seek to project a  
 clear identity of Sri Lanka that is in keeping with current realities. 
n Sri Lankan foreign policy-making should be informed by evidence-based research.  
 Even when policy is not informed by research, it is still important to ensure that  
 policies are aligned with the government’s vision and the best interests of   
 the people. 
n Foreign policy should attempt to define Sri Lanka’s place in the world. This is a  
 process of identity creation that should reflect the multicultural nature of the   
 country and a commitment to peaceful engagement with the international   
 community.
n Foreign policy should attempt to bring prosperity to the people of Sri Lanka. This  
 should be achieved through a focus on commercial diplomacy. 
n Finally, foreign policy should consolidate Sri Lanka’s network of bilateral, multilateral 
 and regional relationships. Such relationships should seek to maximise the benefits 
 of the ‘Asian century,’ while navigating the increasing complexity of a multipolar 
 world and developing coordinated responses to emerging non-traditional security
 threats.

Mr. M.M. Ja�eer, Additional Secretary 
(Multilateral A�airs), Ministry of 
Foreign A�airs, and Ambassador 
Designate to Brazil

“A challenge lies ahead 
of all of us ...  to mould 
a foreign policy that 
would effectively manage
 the competing interests 
arising from the 
imminent  multipolar 
world order ... 
whilst also preserving
 [Sri Lanka’s]  sovereignty
 and territorial integrity.”
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Keynote Address on ‘Rule of Law’
- Hon. Mahdev Mohan

Hon. Mahdev Mohan elaborated on the rule of law, particularly Singapore’s understanding of 
the concept, and on how it can be embedded within regional groupings such as ASEAN.

Main Points:

n Singapore’s economic success rests primarily on two pillars: the rule of law, and  
 racial and religious harmony.
n The rule of law, from Singapore’s perspective, is about honoring agreements, and  
 about countries treating each other with mutual respect and tolerance. 
n Given the rapid growth of Asian economies, establishing the rule of law to uphold  
 agreements and resolve disputes is essential.
n Smaller states like Sri Lanka and Singapore particularly stand to benefit from a  
 national and international rules-based order. For small states, compliance with the  
 rule of law is not a luxury to indulge in, but an imperative.
n ASEAN has existed for much of its history as an informal grouping, but has now  
 taken steps towards creating a rule-based framework for promoting regional   
 cooperation and integration.
n Establishing a rules-based order within regional blocs must be underpinned by a  
 commitment to human rights and good governance within member states.
n Singapore’s commitment to ensuring minority rights is exemplified by the Presidential 
 Council for Minority Rights, established under the Singaporean Constitution. 
n The rule of law, ultimately, is a concept that is tailor-made to a particular country’s  
 context. 

Key Recommendations:

n A policy of ‘friendship with all’ would be beneficial for Sri Lanka. Enemies among  
 the great powers would be disadvantageous for Sri Lanka.
n To balance between the great powers, Sri Lanka should consider working within  
 regional blocs. 
n Sri Lanka’s recent experiences of conflict and human rights issues, coupled with  
 its current commitment to address them, can enhance its credibility in   
 advocating for a regional rules-based order in the Indian Ocean.

 Hon. Mahdev Mohan, Assistant 
Professor, Singapore 

Management University and 
Nominated Member of Parliament, 

Singapore

“The idea is that rule of 
law is not just 

something that's 
good to have; it is 

something that we 
comply with voluntarily. 

And if you were not to 
comply with it, as a 

small state, we ignore 
it at our peril.”
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Session 2: 
Strategic and
Normative 
Issues of
Foreign Policy

Chaired by: 
> Ms. Sashikala Premawardhane, Director-General (Actg), 
 Ocean A�airs, Strategic Security, and Policy Planning, 
 Ministry of Foreign A�airs

Panellists: 
> Dr. Kadira Pethiyagoda, former Visiting Fellow, Brookings 
 Doha Center
> Dr. Sithara Fernando, Faculty of Defence and Strategic Studies, 
 General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University, Sri Lanka
> Dr. Farzana Hani�a, Department of Sociology, 
 University of Colombo, Sri Lanka 
> Prof. Antony Anghie, University of Utah and Faculty of Law, 
 National University of Singapore



Sri Lanka’s Relations with China and India 
- Dr. Kadira Pethiyagoda

Dr. Pethiyagoda spoke on the grand strategies of India and China, and provided 
recommendations on how Sri Lanka could maximise its interests vis-à-vis both powers. 

Main Points:

n Both India and China have foreign policy ambitions, which are driven by economic  
 and strategic interests as well as cultural values. 
n India’s major ambitions are to rise to great power status, and to bring its people  
 out of poverty.
n India’s economic interests are energy and food security, development, and   
 mitigating rising inequality.
n India’s strategic interest is to expand its capability to project power from South  
 Asia to the Indian Ocean region and beyond. 
n Cultural values driving Indian foreign policy include hierarchy and prestige,   
 exemplified in its desire for recognition as a legitimate nuclear power as well as  
 a seat on the UN Security Council. Avoiding conflict with other states 
 is also a key value.
n China’s ambitions are to reshape its economic and geopolitical environment so  
 that its growth is unimpeded and its security guaranteed.
n China’s strategic interests are maintaining territorial integrity, ensuring that its   
 trade routes are not cut o�, and achieving strategic parity with the US in Asia. 
n China’s economic interests are to maintain continued growth and o�oad excess  
 production capacity (through the BRI).
n Cultural values driving Chinese foreign policy include an awareness of being an  
 ancient civilisation that is now on a course to become the predominant power in  
 Asia, if not globally. As with India, hierarchy and prestige (‘saving face’) are   
 important values, but China also has an added need to ensure regime survival. 
n Sino-Indian relations are characterised by two major factors, which arguably   
 mitigate each other: their growing economic relationship, and competitive   
 strategic relationship. 

 Dr. Kadira Pethiyagoda, 
Research Director of the Global
Governance Programme, LKI and 
Non-Resident Fellow, Brookings 
Doha 

“Sri Lanka should 
utilise its so�t power ...  
in India where public 
opinion has a greater 
impact in foreign 
policy than in China.  
Sri Lanka could appeal
 to other parts of India 
like Western India or 
Bengal and 
emphasise it's own 
ancient cultural ties.”
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n India sees China as a major competitor and seeks to forestall China’s access to  
 the South Asian neighborhood. This is evident from its criticism of the BRI, and  
 its attempts to compete with Chinese investment in Sri Lanka by participating in  
 the development of Trincomalee along with Japan and Singapore.
n China sees India as a competitor in some areas, and as a minor threat. A major  
 concern is that India will ally with the US to contain China, such as through the  
 Quadrilateral Security Dialogue. 

Key Recommendations:

n Sri Lanka should spend resources on understanding the drivers of Indian and   
 Chinese foreign policy.
n Sri Lanka could use culture-based soft power in its relations with India 
 (particularly in reaching out to Indian states), and try to cultivate pro-Lanka   
 Indian constituencies in India, especially in the wake of India’s renewed interest  
 in its Buddhist heritage.
n Sri Lanka should be prudent about Indian investment in politically sensitive   
 areas such as Trincomalee. 
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n India sees China as a major competitor and seeks to forestall China’s access to  
 the South Asian neighborhood. This is evident from its criticism of the BRI, and  
 its attempts to compete with Chinese investment in Sri Lanka by participating in  
 the development of Trincomalee along with Japan and Singapore.
n China sees India as a competitor in some areas, and as a minor threat. A major  
 concern is that India will ally with the US to contain China, such as through the  
 Quadrilateral Security Dialogue. 

Key Recommendations:

n Sri Lanka should spend resources on understanding the drivers of Indian and   
 Chinese foreign policy.
n Sri Lanka could use culture-based soft power in its relations with India 
 (particularly in reaching out to Indian states), and try to cultivate pro-Lanka   
 Indian constituencies in India, especially in the wake of India’s renewed interest  
 in its Buddhist heritage.
n Sri Lanka should be prudent about Indian investment in politically sensitive   
 areas such as Trincomalee. Sri Lanka’s Maritime Security

- Dr. Sithara Fernando

Dr. Fernando explained traditional and non-traditional maritime security, and 
highlighted how Sri Lanka’s location poses both opportunities and challenges in 
tackling maritime security.

Main Points:

n Maritime security includes traditional and non-traditional issues. In the recent   
 past, Sri Lanka’s location has made it vulnerable to non-traditional maritime   
 security issues, including IUU fishing, and smuggling.
  IUU fishing has dominated Sri Lanka’s non-traditional maritime security   
  issues.
  Arms smuggling was a significant non-traditional maritime security issue  
  during the war with the LTTE.
  Sri Lanka has faced other non-traditional maritime security issues, including  
  drugs and human smuggling.
n Sri Lanka’s maritime security is significant to major players in the Indian Ocean for  
 various reasons:
  The US considers itself the guarantor of freedom of navigation, and 
  Sri Lanka’s maritime security is of interest to the US because Sri Lanka 
  sits just north of the East-West sea lane;
  China’s imported oil is shipped through the East-West sea lane and Sri Lanka  
  is a convenient mid-point along sea lanes linking China to Africa; and
  Sri Lanka is important to the defence of India’s coastlines. 
n Sri Lanka’s strategic location makes it vulnerable to the manipulations of bigger  
 states/powers. However, the need to ensure maritime security also provides   
 Sri Lanka with opportunities for greater cooperation with regional states.

Key Recommendations:

n Sri Lanka should leverage its position to enhance its influence in the Indian Ocean.
n Diplomats should practice astute diplomacy for Sri Lanka to maximise 
 the opportunities of its location, while minimising the challenges arising from it.

Dr. Sithara Fernando, 
Senior Lecturer, General Sir John 
Kotelawala Defence University

“To consolidate peace, 
it is critical that 
Sri Lanka remains 
vigilant about 
a resumption of 
armed smug�ling 
between India 
and Sri Lanka.”
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n Policymakers should ensure that Sri Lanka does not become dependent on any  
 one of the major states competing for power in the Indian Ocean. 
n Sri Lanka should strategically cooperate with regional states to tackle maritime  
 security, including on IUU fishing with India, and on smuggling with India   
 and Australia.
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n Policymakers should ensure that Sri Lanka does not become dependent on any  
 one of the major states competing for power in the Indian Ocean. 
n Sri Lanka should strategically cooperate with regional states to tackle maritime  
 security, including on IUU fishing with India, and on smuggling with India   
 and Australia.

Reconciliation, Accountability, and International 
Human Rights
- Dr. Farzana Hani�a

Dr. Hani�a explored the structural preconditions for abuses of power, anti-minority 
sentiment, and the continuing politics of ethnic incitement in Sri Lanka. 

Main Points:

n Broad and vague anti-terrorism laws proliferated in many countries in the  
  aftermath of 9/11. Some governments that were interested in repealing such 
 laws did not do so. 
n The Sri Lankan government convinced the UN Human Rights Council that it   
 needed extra time to implement the resolution on reconciliation, accountability,  
 and human rights that Sri Lanka co-sponsored in 2015. It argued that the national  
 political climate was such that the accountability mechanism would overwhelm 
 its citizens. 
n In meetings with the President of Sri Lanka, the Consultation Task Force on   
 Reconciliation Mechanisms was informed that many of its recommendations were  
 not politically feasible.
n The lack of progress in reconciliation and accountability issues in Sri Lanka   
 continues to cause severe distress, particularly to the families of a�ected persons.  
 Protests have continued about missing persons and the release of civilian land  
 held by the military.

Key Recommendations:

n The recent spate of attacks against Muslim mosques seem linked to issues that  
 the reconciliation mechanism is designed to address. The state needs to address  
 past mistakes to lessen the risks of history repeating itself. 
n Sri Lanka’s foreign policy needs to be better aligned with local politics. Improving  
 local engagement and building local awareness of pressing foreign policy issues  
 and economic transformation challenges would be useful. 

Dr. Farzana Hani�a, 
Senior Lecturer, 
University of Colombo

“The report of the 
consultation task force
 [on reconciliation 
mechanisms] was barely 
acknowledged by the 
government ... the task 
force was informed 
that many of the 
recommendations 
in its report were 
not politically feasible.”
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The Use of International Law in Sri Lanka’s 
Diplomacy
 
- Prof. Antony Anghie

Prof. Anghie highlighted the complexity of international law, and how international 
laws a�ect the lives of the Sri Lankan public more than they would imagine.  

Main Points:

n International law has expanded in its scope over the last four to five decades, and  
 governs more aspects of our lives than ever before. As a result, it has also become  
 more challenging to study, negotiate, and implement.
n Most Sri Lankans conventionally associate the concept of sovereignty with the  
 domain of international human rights, but rarely consider the e�ects of   
 phenomena such as international trade and investment on sovereignty.
n Sri Lanka was one of the early parties to sign on to the GATT (General Agreement  
 on Tari�s and Trade – precursor to the World Trade Organization), and is bound  
 by the principles outlined in the TRIPS Agreement (The Agreement on 
 Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights). 
n The spread of global supply chains has globalised the factory floor, and   
 international law has become central to the framework that enables the dispersed  
 global production of individual components.
n It is important to understand the obligations of existing FTAs when making   
 decisions on future trade, FDI, and related legislation. 

Key Recommendations:

n Sri Lanka should closely monitor changes and developments in international   
 economic law regimes such as WTO agreements and FTAs.
n Sri Lanka should look at what kind of economic infrastructure and training should  
 be established to enhance the capacity of those engaging in economic diplomacy.
n E�orts should also be made to increase public awareness of international   
 economic agreements and their implications for Sri Lanka. 

Prof. Antony Anghie, Professor of 
Law, University of Utah and 

Professor, Faculty of Law at the 
National University of Singapore

“International law 
governs all aspects 

of life and ... Sri Lanka 
has already signed 

onto all these different 
international regimes … 

without perhaps 
properly appreciating 

all the obligations
 that have been 
undertaken as 

a result of this .” 
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Main Points:

n International law has expanded in its scope over the last four to five decades, and  
 governs more aspects of our lives than ever before. As a result, it has also become  
 more challenging to study, negotiate, and implement.
n Most Sri Lankans conventionally associate the concept of sovereignty with the  
 domain of international human rights, but rarely consider the e�ects of   
 phenomena such as international trade and investment on sovereignty.
n Sri Lanka was one of the early parties to sign on to the GATT (General Agreement  
 on Tari�s and Trade – precursor to the World Trade Organization), and is bound  
 by the principles outlined in the TRIPS Agreement (The Agreement on 
 Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights). 
n The spread of global supply chains has globalised the factory floor, and   
 international law has become central to the framework that enables the dispersed  
 global production of individual components.
n It is important to understand the obligations of existing FTAs when making   
 decisions on future trade, FDI, and related legislation. 

Key Recommendations:

n Sri Lanka should closely monitor changes and developments in international   
 economic law regimes such as WTO agreements and FTAs.
n Sri Lanka should look at what kind of economic infrastructure and training should  
 be established to enhance the capacity of those engaging in economic diplomacy.
n E�orts should also be made to increase public awareness of international   
 economic agreements and their implications for Sri Lanka. 

Chaired by: 
> Dr. Rohan Samarajiva, Founding Chair, LIRNEAsia

Panellists: 
> Prof. Kanishka Jayasuriya, Department of Politics and International  
 Studies, Murdoch University
> Dr. Ganeshan Wignaraja, Chair-elect, Global Economy Programme,  
 Lakshman Kadirgamar Institute
> Prof. Lakshman Guruswamy, Nicholas Doman Professor of 
 International Environmental Law and International Environmental  
 Programs, University of Colorado at Boulder



Geoeconomics and Sri Lankan Foreign Policy
- Prof. Kanishka Jayasuriya

Prof. Jayasuriya considered the major geoeconomic projects in Asia and how structural 
transformations of the global economy have made foreign policy increasingly connected to 
local politics.

Main Points:

n Sri Lanka is not unique in facing a foreign policy dilemma of balancing relations  
 with India and China. Other regional countries, such as Bangladesh and Nepal,  
 are also facing the same issue.
n Any discussion on geoeconomics in Asia should firstly consider the way various  
 projects such as the BRI, the TPP, and the concept of the ‘Indo-Pacific’, are   
 shaping the evolution of Asia.
n Asia is being united not so much by Asian values as by Chinese capitalism.
n The trans-nationalisation of capital has increasingly intertwined foreign policy   
 with domestic politics. This is evident from the local political debates over   
 Chinese investment in Hambantota and Indian investment in Trincomalee.

Key Recommendations:

n Sri Lanka should consider how it can link with the various Asia-wide strategic   
 projects, such as the BRI and TPP.
n Sri Lanka should not only focus on formulating policy that is e�ective from a   
 technocratic standpoint, but should also consider how such policy can be made  
 politically sustainable. Ensuring political sustainability requires reaching out and  
 communicating policy e�ectively to grassroots communities.
n A whole-of-government approach is needed in pursuing geoeconomic   
 diplomacy, with coordination between various ministries, departments, and   
 other government agencies. A unit within the Prime Minister’s O�ce that   
 promotes inter-agency cooperation between the defence and foreign policy   
 establishments could be a useful start. 

Prof. Kanishka Jayasuriya, Professor 
of Politics and International Studies, 

Murdoch University

“What we need to think 
about in terms of 

making policy is ... not only 
to come up with what 

you might think is good 
technocratic policy, 

but also to think 
about how that policy 

can be politically 
sustainable ...it is actually 

about having that 
conversation in Sinhalese, 

and in areas outside 
of Colombo.”
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Main Points:

n Sri Lanka is not unique in facing a foreign policy dilemma of balancing relations  
 with India and China. Other regional countries, such as Bangladesh and Nepal,  
 are also facing the same issue.
n Any discussion on geoeconomics in Asia should firstly consider the way various  
 projects such as the BRI, the TPP, and the concept of the ‘Indo-Pacific’, are   
 shaping the evolution of Asia.
n Asia is being united not so much by Asian values as by Chinese capitalism.
n The trans-nationalisation of capital has increasingly intertwined foreign policy   
 with domestic politics. This is evident from the local political debates over   
 Chinese investment in Hambantota and Indian investment in Trincomalee.

Key Recommendations:

n Sri Lanka should consider how it can link with the various Asia-wide strategic   
 projects, such as the BRI and TPP.
n Sri Lanka should not only focus on formulating policy that is e�ective from a   
 technocratic standpoint, but should also consider how such policy can be made  
 politically sustainable. Ensuring political sustainability requires reaching out and  
 communicating policy e�ectively to grassroots communities.
n A whole-of-government approach is needed in pursuing geoeconomic   
 diplomacy, with coordination between various ministries, departments, and   
 other government agencies. A unit within the Prime Minister’s O�ce that   
 promotes inter-agency cooperation between the defence and foreign policy   
 establishments could be a useful start. 

Commercial Diplomacy in Sri Lanka: Exploring 
Some Issues

- Dr. Ganeshan Wignaraja

Dr. Wignaraja made a presentation on the outlook for trade and growth in Asia, the 
opportunities for Sri Lanka, and policy implications.

Main Points:

n Asia’s trade has slowed in relation to GDP growth since the onset of the global  
 financial crisis in 2008, and there is heightened policy uncertainty and the risk of  
 increased protectionism. 
n Sri Lanka – a small open economy – was the earliest country in South Asia to adopt  
 economic reforms and witnessed growth in tea, textiles, and tourism exports.
n However, the country faces some emerging economic challenges:
  FDI inflows lag exports in Sri Lanka, and the country’s exports and FDI are  
  not diversified in terms of products and markets. 
  Sri Lanka is a small participant in the Global Value Chains (GVCs), which   
  accounts for approximately half of Asia’s trade.
  The composition of Sri Lanka’s imports has not changed much since 2007,  
  which means that production/manufacturing in Sri Lanka has not   
  advanced.
  Sri Lanka’s trade is dominated by traditional markets such as the EU and   
  US, and trade with dynamic Asia, China, and India is inadequate. 
n China’s growth slowdown and rising labor costs present opportunities for   
 Sri Lanka and other economies in Asia:
  China’s transition to higher domestic value-added products will facilitate   
  the development of technologically sophisticated GVCs in Asia. 
  Some of China’s labour-intensive GVC stages are migrating to countries in  
  Asia, including to those in Southeast Asia and India.
  There is a greater role for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), as direct  
  or indirect exporters, in Asia’s GVCs.
  Service exports across Asia (including digital trade, finance and   
  professional services) are expanding and nearly 40% of Sri Lanka’s exports  
  services.

Dr. Ganeshan Wignaraja, Chair of the 
Global Economy Programme, LKI

“China is rebalancing; 
their rate of export 
growth went from 
18% a year - 
nobody’s achieved 
that - to 4%. That’s 
a huge shock, 
with massively rising 
wages. And that will
 mean a lot of 
opportunities for a 
country like Sri Lanka.”
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Key Recommendations:

n Sri Lanka should position itself to assume labour-intensive industries that China  
 is shedding (and the BPO and IT services which went to the Philippines) and   
 which may now relocate. 
n Sri Lanka should prioritise FTAs with Asian countries, and Sri Lanka must   
 significantly strengthen its FTA negotiating capacity.
n The services sector of Sri Lanka’s exports needs to be further studied to fully   
 understand the composition of services exports and firms. 
n Sri Lanka should improve the collection of trade data, as evidence-based   
 analysis is vital to advancing economic development.
n Deepening Sri Lanka’s structural reforms should include:
  Decreasing the average Most Favoured Nation (MFN) tari�s from 9.3% to  
  around 7%;
  Improving its ease-of-doing-business score by streamlining procedures on  
  business start-up, customs regulations, land ownership, and entry of   
  foreign investment;
  Increasing the quality of its internet infrastructure and promoting internet  
  usage;
  Advancing research, development and engineering in the manufacturing   
  sector; and
  Improving financing for SMEs from banks and other financial institutions.
n Sri Lanka should consider setting up a small-scale foreign aid programme as   
 part of its commercial diplomacy e�orts. 
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  business start-up, customs regulations, land ownership, and entry of   
  foreign investment;
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  usage;
  Advancing research, development and engineering in the manufacturing   
  sector; and
  Improving financing for SMEs from banks and other financial institutions.
n Sri Lanka should consider setting up a small-scale foreign aid programme as   
 part of its commercial diplomacy e�orts. 

The Human Dimensions of Energy Security

- Prof. Lakshman Guruswamy 

Prof. Guruswamy discussed environmental, food, and health security issues that stem 
from a mismanagement of energy resources. 

Main Points:

n Civilisational growth is dependent on how a society uses energy to fulfill its needs. 
n For low-energy civilisations and countries, human security (the ability to protect  
 their people from starvation and disease) has to first be secured, usually at the  
 expense of economic growth.
n Specific security issues arise with regard to cooking, water access and sanitation,  
 energy for illumination, energy for agricultural needs, and for transportation. 
n In Sri Lanka, water-borne bacillary dysentery and bacterial viral infections caused  
 around 45000 deaths between 2003-2008. E�ective use of energy for water   
 treatment is needed to combat this.
n The use of firewood in Sri Lanka accounts for 78% of cooking fuel, predominantly  
 used in open firewood stoves. The poor combustion in these scenarios pose   
 significant health risks, like pneumonia, stroke, heart-disease, and lung cancer. 

Key Recommendations: 

n ‘Low-energy countries’ face the challenge of meeting their energy security,   
 human security, and sustainability needs with fewer resources than high energy  
 societies. In this context, the use of a�ordable technologies would be quite   
 e�ective.
n The use of cookstoves, as opposed to traditional open firewood stoves, can   
 significantly reduce indoor air pollution and black carbon emissions, limiting both  
 the adverse impact on health and the environment.  
n The adoption of solar-powered light bulbs could reduce energy demand and limit  
 the reliance on hydrocarbons for energy generation.  
n The use of a�ordable water filters that eliminate 99.9% of all bacteria can   
 substantially reduce the threat from waterborne diseases.

Prof. Lakshman Guruswamy, Nicholas 
Doman Professor of International 
Environmental Law and International 
Energy Programs, University of 
Colorado, Boulder

“Although Sri Lanka is 
way advanced than most 
developing countries ... 
we still have a problem. 
The use of firewood 
in Sri Lanka, 
accounts for 78% of
 cooking fuel, and 
firewood results 
in bad combustion.”
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International Civil Society

- Ms. Dinesha de Silva

Ms. de Silva spoke on the changing dynamics of international aid for development, 
and how a country like Sri Lanka can adapt to these new dynamics to improve its 
relationships with international civil society and enhance the e�cacy of its 
development programs.

Main Points:

n There are significant changes in the landscape in which development aid and   
 cooperation are being designed and delivered.
n There is a trend in traditional donor countries to integrate their development   
 assistance with their foreign policy objectives. For example, Canada’s ‘feminist  
 international assistance policy’ seeks to make at least 95% of Canada’s bilateral  
 development assistance target or integrate gender equality and the 
 empowerment of women and girls by 2021-22.
n International civil society is not monolithic. Rather, it is a diverse and growing   
 ecosystem of individuals, communities, and organisations representing a   
 multiverse of ideologies, interests, and rules of engagement.
n Start-up NGOs are leading in innovation, compared to more established   
 organisations.
n Technology is disrupting the way we think, work, and live; and this a�ects   
 development assistance. For example, individual cash transfer schemes are now  
 bypassing traditional charity structures. 
n Now that it is a lower middle-income economy, Sri Lanka is likely to receive less  
 concessionary aid and be increasingly reliant on more expensive finance from   
 international capital markets and international agencies. 

Key Recommendations:

n Sri Lanka’s development requirements need to be articulated clearly. The current  
 framework in which NGOs work in Sri Lanka remains uncoordinated and   
 haphazard.
n The National Secretariat for Non-Governmental Organisations should use spatial  
 technology to map NGOs operating in Sri Lanka and their activities. 

Ms. Dinesha de Silva, 
Country Representative, 
The Asia Foundation

“Programmes and 
projects implemented 
by international civil 
society organisations 
must be based 
on extensive local 
consultation 
and input,  and more 
importantly,  be aligned 
with a national agenda.”
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 This would help NGOs to coordinate and reduce duplication.
n Programmes and projects implemented by international civil society   
 organisations must be based on extensive local consultations and input, and   
 aligned with the national agenda.
n Individuals working in the development field should aim to break the cycle of   
 dependence by building local capacity, and ideally, to “work themselves out   
 of a job.”
n International civil society organisations should shift their reporting on the   
 progress of programmes, from the donor community to ground-level   
 primary constituents.
n Sri Lanka needs to carefully consider its requirements and priorities for foreign  
 aid and international finance, especially in view of the likely decline in   
 concessionary financing. 
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The Private Sector and International Financial 
Institutions

- Mr. Deshal De Mel

Mr. de Mel spoke on how Sri Lanka’s foreign service could help facilitate linkages 
between local businesses and foreign investors, and how foreign missions could act 
as sources of business intelligence for local businesses hoping to expand into 
foreign markets.

Main Points:

n Sri Lanka’s exports to GDP ratio has fallen since the 1990s, signifying a decline in  
 the openness of the economy. In addition, exports are concentrated in a few   
 products and a small number of key markets (principally the US and UK/EU). 
n Foreign relations are an important externality in any commercial relationship. 
 For example, foreign investors would be much keener to invest in Sri Lanka 
 if their own country and Sri Lanka had a positive bilateral relationship. 
n On the other hand, strong commercial relationships can also strengthen   
 diplomatic ties between two countries. Chambers of Commerce plays an 
 important role in this dynamic, and Sri Lanka has several fairly well-organised   
 chambers. 
n In small countries like Sri Lanka, the presence of a single large investor can send a  
 strong positive message to global markets and encourage FDI inflows. 
n Economic engagement with non-resident populations can reap great economic  
 dividends, given the capital, know-how, and networks of these populations.

Key Recommendations: 

n The economic agenda of Sri Lankan foreign policy should focus on:
  Attracting foreign investment and engaging with global capital markets;
  Promoting Sri Lankan interests in trading both goods and services; and
  Economic engagement with non-resident Sri Lankans.
n The Foreign Ministry should have consultations with relevant business chambers  
 and industry bodies on a semi-annual or quarterly basis. Foreign missions should  
 have structured, regular interaction with key industry bodies that promote   
 Sri Lanka exports in the mission countries. 

Mr. Deshal de Mel,
Economic Advisor to 
the Ministry of Finance 

“The Foreign 
Service has a very 
important role here, 
particularly in 
terms of supporting 
Sri Lankan private 
enterprise getting 
into new markets, and 
in terms of developing 
new products that can 
go into these markets.”
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n The commercial arms of Sri Lanka’s foreign missions should act as the first point  
 of contact for business intelligence, by providing feedback on what the   
 opportunities are and identifying the key players in the mission   
 countries. They should build relationships with commercial networks and   
 regulatory bodies abroad so that Sri Lankan enterprise has an easier path into   
 these markets.
n The foreign service can play a major role in attracting FDI to Sri Lanka, by   
 liaising with potential joint-venture partners, local companies as well as local   
 agents of foreign principals, to create linkages needed for FDI growth.
n Sri Lanka should firmly uphold competition and transparency in transactions   
 with non-traditional bilateral donors like China.
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The Media and Foreign Policy

- Ms. Namini Wijedasa

Ms. Wijedasa highlighted gaps in the relationship between the media and the Ministry of 
Foreign A�airs, and suggested ways in which to bridge these gaps.

 Main Points:

n The media is the channel between foreign policymakers and the public, including  
 the private sector and professional bodies.
n The breakdown in this channel is the reason behind domestic issues involving   
 foreign policy, such as local resistance to the proposed Economic and Technical  
 Cooperation Agreement (ETCA) with India.
n Foreign policy is a reflection of domestic policy and principles, and the media has  
 a role in projecting these policies and principles to the global community.
n The media maintains checks and balances that are essential to ensure that   
 Sri Lanka’s foreign policy brings meaningful returns.
n For the media to play a constructive role in foreign policy, all levels of Sri Lanka’s  
 Foreign Ministry must acknowledge that dissemination of foreign policy has value.
n A country cannot promote its foreign policy if the government and its o�cials   
 maintain secrecy – the Right to Information Act is key in superseding the O�cial  
 Secrets Act.
n Sri Lanka does not have a tradition of providing briefings for journalists covering  
 foreign policy. A commendable attempt was made to provide frequent press   
 briefings in 2015, but this initiative was later shelved. 

Key Recommendations:

n The Foreign Ministry should devise a communications strategy and policy that  
 goes beyond traditional methods of communication, and suits international   
 relations of the 21st century.
n Sri Lanka should ensure that its diplomats are promoting foreign policy in the   
 digital space.
n The government should provide the media with information that explains the   
 direction of Sri Lanka’s foreign policy and insights into how diplomatic   
 missions are achieving the country’s foreign policy objectives.

Ms. Namini Wijedasa, 
Assistant Editor,
Sunday Times

“The media forms 
the crucial channel 
between foreign policy 
makers and the public. 
The breakdown of this 
relationship is one reason 
why issues like [the] 
Economic and 
Technology Cooperation 
Agreement have become 
so sensitive.”
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n The Foreign Ministry should hold regular briefings and interactions with the   
 media, to develop a press corps that is well versed in reporting on foreign policy.
n The government should always allow the media to objectively report on   
 Sri Lanka’s engagement with the world. 
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A Self-Reforming Foreign Ministry
- Mr. Daniel Alphonsus

Mr. Alphonsus explored the e�ectiveness of the Foreign Ministry’s operations and 
business practices, especially compared with those of other foreign services.

Main Points:

n Sri Lanka currently has over 60 embassies across the globe, with a fairly 
 comprehensive coverage of its interests.
n However, Sri Lanka’s Foreign Ministry is uncompetitive relative to its peers in the  
 region and the world. It is understa�ed, and diplomats are underpaid; the wages  
 of Sri Lankan diplomats have decreased by around 90% in real terms since   
 independence. 
n Recruitment to the Foreign Ministry is still based on memorisation and paper   
 qualifications. There is no use of more modern methods such as psychometric   
 evaluation and scenario-based testing.
n Sri Lankan diplomats are not incentivised to perform. There is no system to ensure  
 that they are assessed based on their performances, and that they are promoted  
 or rewarded for good work. 
n A Foreign Ministry archive is necessary for accessible records of agreements,   
 minutes and other documentation.
n There are no agendas, minutes, or records kept of even the most important   
 meetings.
n There are no clear objectives for meetings, and people are not briefed about what  
 they should seek to achieve during the meetings. 

Key Recommendations:

n The Foreign Ministry should consider increasing its budget. Currently, Sri Lanka’s  
 Foreign Ministry costs about USD 65 million annually. This budget is unfavourably  
 small compared with those of other foreign ministries.
n The institution of regular annual recruitment to the Sri Lanka foreign service is   
 imperative. The Foreign Ministry should have a critical mass of diplomats to fulfil  
 its mandate and work programme. 

Mr. Daniel Alphonsus,
former Media Secretary to the 
Minister of Foreign A�airs, and
Lynette Lithgow and Juster Fellow
at Caixin.com

“Sri Lanka’s foreign 
service“offers poor 
wages, and 
unsatisfactory 
working conditions. 
In terms of poor wages, 
since independence 
wages for Sri Lankan 
diplomats have 
declined by over 90%”
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n The introduction of professional human resources management (HRM) to the   
 Foreign Ministry is necessary to ensure broader reform and broader foreign   
 policy objectives. 
n The HRM should be run by human resources professionals, along with support  
 from the private sector. The private sector could help to design the Foreign   
 Ministry’s recruitment, promotions, and performance-management systems. 
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Mr. A. L. A. Azeez
 Mr. A. L. A. Azeez is the Permanent Representive of Sri Lanka to the UN in Geneva. Mr. 
Azeez received his LLB from the University of Colombo, an LLM from Tribhuvan 
University with a specialisation in International Human Rights Law (First Division), and 
Certificat d’Études Diplomatiques from the Graduate Institute of International Studies, 
Geneva. He has authored articles on a variety of subjects and writes poetry in his native 
language. Mr. Azeez previously served as Ambassador and Permanent Representative of 
Sri Lanka in Austria (2011 – 2015); Director-General, Middle East and Africa, Ministry of 
External A�airs (2009 – 2011); Deputy Director-General, UN and Multilateral A�airs, 
Ministry of Foreign A�airs (2009); Ambassador and Deputy Permanent Representative 
of Sri Lanka to the United Nations, New York (2005 – 2008); Minister Counsellor, Sri 
Lanka High Commission, Canberra, Australia (2003 – 2005); Deputy Director for 
Research, Secretariat for Coordinating the Peace Process (2002 - 2003); and Director for 
Law, Environment and Treaty at the SAARC Secretariat (1999 - 2001). Mr. Azeez was 
President Interim of the Industrial Development Board of UNIDO (2014); Chairman of 
Working Group A of CTBTO (2014 - 2015); Chairman of Multilateral Diplomatic 
Committee (2015); and Chairman of the First UNIDO Donor Conference (2014). In 
addition, in 2014, he served as Chairman of the Group of 77 and China (Vienna Chapter), 
and President of the General Conference of the IAEA. Currently, Mr. Azeez is Co-Chair of 
the EU-Sri Lanka Working Group on Governance, Rule of law and Human Rights, and 
Honorary Advisor to the Global Cooperation Council.

Prof. Antony Anghie
 Prof. Antony Anghie received a BA and an LLB from Monash University, Australia. He 
earned an SJD from Harvard Law School, where he also served as a MacArthur Scholar at 
the Harvard Center for International A�airs, and as a Senior Fellow in the Graduate 
Program at the law school. Prior to his graduate studies, he practiced law in Melbourne, 
Australia. He is currently Professor of Law at the University of Utah and National 
University of Singapore. He has served as a Visiting Professor at the American University 
in Cairo, Cornell University, Harvard University, the London School of Economics, the 
University of Brasilia, and the University of Tokyo. Prof. Anghie has served on the 
leadership committees of the Asian Society of International Law since its founding, and 
delivered the Grotius Lecture at the American Society of International Law in 2010. He is 
a co-editor of the Asian Journal of International Law, and serves on the editorial or 
advisory boards of various other journals including the American Journal of International 
Law, the Chinese Journal of International Law and the Indian Journal of International Law. 
He has published widely on human rights, globalisation, development issues and 
international law, terrorism and the use of force, international economic law, the history 
of public international law, and third world approaches to international law.

Prof. Chin Leng Lim
Prof. Chin Leng Lim of Keating Chambers, London, Professor of Law and a Member of 
Court and Senate at Hong Kong University is presently the Choh-Ming Li Professor at the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. Having commenced his academic career in the UK, he 
subsequently worked at the UN in Geneva and as a government international law counsel 
in Singapore. Before coming to Hong Kong, he taught at the National University of 
Singapore, to which he returned in 2015 as the Lionel A. Sheridan Visiting Professor. 
Professor Lim specialises in public and private international law, and has a special interest 
in Hong Kong and China treaty matters. 

Speaker 
Profiles
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He sits on the Committee for Pacific Economic Cooperation, which advises Hong Kong’s 
Commerce Secretary, and is a visiting professor at King’s College, London and in 
Shanghai under the Shanghai 1000 Plan. His most recent advisory work includes 
representation in commercial and financial disputes (in the Middle East and Far East), as 
well as non-contentious advice on foreign investment, sanctions and various treaty law 
matters. Representative publications include International Economic Law after the 
Global Crisis (Cambridge, 2015), with B. Mercurio; The Trans-Pacific Partnership 
(Cambridge, 2012), with D. Elms and P. Low; and Economic Diplomacy: Essays and 
Reflections by Singapore’s Negotiators (IPS, Singapore, 2010), with M. Liang.

Mr.  Daneshan Casie Chetty
Mr.   Daneshan Casie Chetty is currently an advisor to the O�ce for National Unity and 
Reconciliation. He also sits on the Board of the Bandaranaike Centre for International 
Studies—an educational institute that works on promoting international peace, 
diplomacy and knowledge of global politics to Sri Lankan citizens. Previously, Mr. Casie 
Chetty served for four years as the Executive Director for the South Asia Policy and 
Research Institute. He also has over 30 years of experience in advancing Sri Lanka's 
foreign interests and relations, taking on multiple senior diplomatic roles with the Sri 
Lankan foreign service. He first served as the Deputy High Commissioner to New Delhi 
(1987 - 1989), then as an Ambassador to the European Union (1995 - 1997), France 
(2000 - 2001), Germany (2001 - 2004) and as the High Commissioner to Malaysia 
(2005 - 2006). He was also a member of the Sri Lanka delegation to the UN in 1983 and 
1984, and the unit working for the Non-Aligned Summit Conference in 1976.

Mr. Daniel Alphonsus
Daniel Alphonsus is a Lynette Lithgow and Juster Fellow at Caxin.com. He was Press 
Secretary to Sri Lanka's Foreign Minister from 2015 to 2016. Prior to this, he worked as 
an analyst for the think tank Verité Research in Colombo and for Calamander Capital in 
Singapore. Mr. Alphonsus writes regularly on politics, international relations and 
economics for major regional magazines and journals. His writings have appeared in 
The Diplomat, The Wire, and in the Economic and Political Weekly. He holds a Bachelor's 
degree in Philosophy, Politics, and Economics from Balliol College at the University of 
Oxford.  He is presently a Fulbright Scholar at the Harvard Kennedy School.

Dr. David Brewster
Dr. David Brewster is a Senior Research Fellow at the National Security College, 
Australian National University, where he works on Indian Ocean and Indo Pacific 
maritime security. His books include India as an Asia Pacific Power which explores 
India’s strategic role in the Asia Pacific, and India’s Ocean: The story of India’s bid for 
regional leadership which examines India’s strategic ambitions in the Indian Ocean. His 
recent work includes the following reports: Indo Pacific Maritime Security: Challenges 
and Cooperation, which examines Japan’s changing role in addressing regional maritime 
security challenges, and Australia, India and the United States: The challenge of forging 
new alignments in the Indo-Pacific, which examines the potential for a trilateral security 
and defence relationship between those countries. His latest book, India and China at 
Sea: Competition for Naval Dominance in the Indian Ocean, was published by the 
Oxford University Press in 2017. Dr. Brewster is also a Distinguished Research Fellow 
with the Australia India Institute, University of Melbourne, and was a Fellow with the 
Royal Australian Navy Sea Power Centre.

Mr. Deshal de Mel
 Deshal de Mel is an economic advisor to the Minister of Finance of Sri Lanka. He was 
formerly a Senior Economist for Hayleys PLC—one of Sri Lanka's largest multinational 
conglomerates. He previously worked as a Research Economist for the Institute of 
Policy Studies Sri Lanka (IPS), where his research into economic policy was widely 
published by a large number of books and journals. He also represented the 
Government of Sri Lanka in a number of inter-governmental trade negotiations.            
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Mr. de Mel has a degree in Philosophy, Political Science and Economics from the 
University of Oxford, UK, and a Masters in International Political Economy from the 
London School of Economics (LSE). He currently sits on the Board of Sampath Bank as a 
Non-Executive Director, and on the Board of the Centre for Poverty Analysis (CEPA). Mr. 
de Mel is also a member of the Economic Policy Committee of the Ceylon Chamber of 
Commerce.

Ms. Dinesha de Silva
Dinesha de Silva is currently The Asia Foundation's Country Representative in Sri Lanka. 
Formerly, she served as team leader for the Foundation's Sri Lanka Local Economic 
Governance programme (2010 - 2012), as Assistant Director in the Foundation’s 
Washington D.C. o�ce, (2008 – 2010), and was formerly Deputy Country Representative 
in the Foundation's Sri Lanka o�ce. She has two decades of experience in the field of 
international development, with special interest and experience in economic governance, 
rule of law, access to justice, and alternative dispute resolution. From 1995 to 1997, Ms. de 
Silva was Director of the Foundation's USAID-funded Citizen Participation in Law and 
Media (CIPART) Project in Colombo. She also previously served with the Foundation as a 
program o�cer for Sri Lanka and the Maldives from 1991 to 1992. In between positions 
with the Foundation, she served as a project management specialist for the Private 
Sector Development O�ce of USAID in Colombo. She also previously worked as an 
economist for the Central Bank of Sri Lanka.

Dr. Dinusha Panditaratne
 Dr. Dinusha Panditaratne is Executive Director of LKI. Dr. Panditaratne received her initial 
degree in law with first class honours from the University of Oxford, where she was a 
Markby Scholar at Balliol College. She received her master’s and doctorate from Yale Law 
School. Her scholarship and teaching focuses on international law, human rights, gender, 
and public law. Dr. Panditaratne serves on the Executive Committee of the Centre for 
Rights and Justice in Hong Kong, and on the International Advisory Board of the Asian 
University for Women in Bangladesh. She is also a member of the Asia-Pacific Leadership 
Network (APLN) for Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament. Dr. Panditaratne is also 
concurrently an Assistant Professor at the Faculty of Law at the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, and was previously a Visiting Fellow at the University of Hong Kong. Dr. 
Panditaratne is an attorney admitted in the State of New York and practised for three 
years at Milbank, Tweed, Hadley and McCloy LLP, an international law firm on Wall Street. 

Dr. Farzana Hani�a
Dr. Farzana Hani�a obtained her PhD in Anthropology from Columbia University in New 
York in 2007 and is currently a Senior Lecturer in the Sociology Department of the 
University of Colombo. Her research and activist interests for the past 15 years have 
concentrated on minority politics and transitional justice in Sri Lanka with an emphasis 
on the country's Muslim communities. Dr. Hani�a has published locally and 
internationally on issues of women and conflict, transitional justice, militarisation, and 
child rights in Sri Lanka. She is a member of the Management Council of the Social 
Scientists’ Association and a member of the Board of Directors of the Law and Society 
Trust. Dr. Hani�a also serves on the Consultation Task Force on Reconciliation 
Mechanisms.

Dr. Ganeshan Wignaraja
Dr. Ganeshan Wignaraja is Chair of the Global Economy Programme (supported by 
Dilmah) at LKI and a Senior Research Associate at the Overseas Development Institute in 
London. He is also currently a member of the Prime Minister’s Task Force in the Indian 
Ocean. Dr. Wignaraja’s experience over the last 25 years spans the private sector, 
international organisations, and academia in the UK and Asia. He has held senior roles at 
the Asian Development Bank (including as Director of Research of the ADB Institute, 
Tokyo, and Advisor in the O�ce of the Chief Economist, Manila), and Maxwell Stamp PLC 
(as Head of Trade and Competitiveness, in London). He has also worked for the OECD, 
the Commonwealth Secretariat, and the University of Oxford.
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Dr. Wignaraja’s expertise covers trade and competitiveness, supply chains and SMEs, 
infrastructure connectivity, development finance, and macroeconomic policy. He has 
published 18 books and successfully led teams to deliver complex projects in over 30 
countries in Asia, Africa, Europe and Latin America. Dr. Wignaraja has a DPhil in 
Economics from the University of Oxford, where his doctoral thesis focused on 
Sri Lanka’s international trade, an MSc from the University of London, and a BSc in 
Economics from the London School of Economics.

Dr. Harsha Cabral
Dr. Harsha Cabral, PC, is Chairman of the Tokyo Cement Group of Companies and serves 
as a member of the ICC International Court of Arbitration in Paris, the Law Commission 
of Sri Lanka, the Council of Legal Education, the Council of the University of Colombo, 
the Steering Committee of the University Grants Commission, and the Corporate 
Governance Committee. He is on the Board of Directors at Hayleys PLC, DIMO PLC, 
Alumex PLC, LOFC PLC, Browns Investments PLC, and Lanka Orix Life Assurance PLC. 
He is a Senior Lecturer and Examiner at numerous Sri Lankan universities, and has 
authored several books on Corporate Law. Dr. Cabral has presented papers on Company 
Law, Intellectual Property Law, Commercial Arbitration and International Trade Law 
overseas. He received his doctorate in Corporate Law from the University of Canberra.

Adm. Dr. Jayanath Colombage
Admiral (Dr.) Jayanath Colombage is a former Commander of the Sri Lanka Navy who 
retired after an active service of 37 years as a four-star Admiral. He served in the Navy 
during the entire duration of the Sri Lankan civil war and commanded various ships and 
four naval areas. He is a graduate of the Defence Services Sta� College in India and 
Royal College of Defence Studies, UK, and holds a PhD from General Sir John 
Kotelawala Defence University. His doctoral thesis, ‘Asymmetric Warfare at Sea: The 
Case of Sri Lanka’ was published by Lambert Academic Publishing, Germany. He also 
holds an MSc on Defence and Strategic Studies from Madras University, and an MA in 
International Studies from King’s College, London. He is an alumnus of the Asia Pacific 
Center for Security Studies, USA, and is a Fellow of the Nautical Institute, UK. He is a 
maritime security specialist and advisor to the President and has presented papers on 
maritime security, IUU fishing, blue ocean economy, combating global terrorism and 
extremism, countering maritime terrorism, Indo-Lanka relations, and China-Lanka 
relations, in various local and international forums. He is a visiting lecturer at multiple 
academic institutions, including the University of Colombo and Kotelawala Defence 
University. He was the former Chairman of the Sri Lanka Shipping Corporation and is 
currently the Director of the Centre for Indo-Lanka Initiatives of the Pathfinder 
Foundation. He is also an Advisory Council Member of the Institute of National Security 
Studies Sri Lanka.

Dr. Kadira Pethiyagoda
 Dr. Kadira Pethiyagoda's experience straddles foreign policy and academia. As a fellow 
in Asia-Middle East Relations at the Brookings Institute, he focused on China and India’s 
relations with the Middle East. Earlier, Dr. Pethiyagoda worked as a Foreign A�airs 
advisor to a Shadow Foreign Minister and advised several other parliamentarians on 
foreign policy matters. As a diplomat and Foreign Service o�cer, Dr. Pethiyagoda 
covered bilateral relations with a range of countries. As a visiting scholar at the 
University of Oxford, Dr. Pethiyagoda researched and taught on South Asia’s foreign 
relations and India’s approach to humanitarian intervention. He researched UN reform 
at Oxford’s Institute for Ethics, Law and Armed Conflict. Dr. Pethiyagoda’s PhD 
examined the role of cultural values in Indian foreign policy. He has published with 
Foreign A�airs, The Guardian, The Independent, European Council on Foreign Relations, 
the Lowy Institute, Brookings, major Indian newspapers, Oxford Analytica and The 
Diplomat. He has a blog in the Hu�ngton Post. Dr. Pethiyagoda has been interviewed 
and cited by CNN, Reuters, LA Times, Bloomberg, South China Morning Post and others. 
He has appeared on Al Jazeera TV, ABC Radio National, Chinese media and elsewhere. 
He is currently writing two books; one on Indian foreign policy and another on Indian 
culture. He is the Research Director of the Global Governance Programme at LKI. 
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Prof. Kanishka Jayasuriya
 Prof. Kanishka Jayasuriya is currently Professor of Politics and International Studies and 
Head of the Department of Politics and International Studies at Murdoch University, 
Australia. He is also a fellow of the Asia Research Centre. Prior to his current appointment 
in 2016, he was Professor of International Politics and Director of the Indo-Pacific 
Governance Research Centre (IPGRC). He has held teaching and research appointments 
in several Australian and overseas universities including the Australian National 
University, the University of Sydney, Murdoch University, National University of Singapore, 
and the City University of Hong Kong. He is author or editor of 10 books and over 100 
journal articles.

Dr. Lailufar Yasmin
Dr. Lailufar Yasmin is a Professor at the Department of International Relations, University 
of Dhaka, Bangladesh. She undertook her studies at the University of Dhaka, Georgia 
State University, USA, and Macquarie University, Australia. She has been a recipient of the 
US Fulbright, the British Chevening, and the Australian International Post-Graduate 
Research Scholarships. She completed her fellowship on peace and conflict issues in the 
UK, at the University of Ulster (Northern Ireland), and was a fellow of the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) in Beijing, China, working on China’s national 
interests. She has published extensively on secularism in Bangladesh, maritime security 
issues, China’s politics, and on South Asian issues. Her latest publications include 
Thalatta! Thalatta! Bangladesh Finds the Sea (2016), Making Cultural Transformations 
Visible: Changing Patterns of Dresses; in The University of Dhaka: Making, Unmaking, 
Remaking (2016), and Bangladesh and the Great Powers, in Routledge Handbook on 
Contemporary Bangladesh (2016). Her latest research involves issues relating to 
countering violent extremism, Bangladesh’s foreign policy, maritime security, gender and 
conflict related issues, and China’s rise.

Prof. Lakshman Guruswamy
 Prof. Lakshman Guruswamy, a recognised expert in international environmental and 
global energy law, was born in Sri Lanka. He is the Nicholas Doman Professor of 
International Environmental Law at the Law School of the University of Colorado at 
Boulder, where Lakshman teaches International Environmental Law, International Law, 
Global Energy Justice, and Oil and International Relations. He is also the Director of 
international energy programs at the Getches Wilkinson Center. Lakshman's research is 
focused on how and why energy justice helps fashion practical answers, including 
legislation, that o�ers access to energy to the energy poor inhabiting the least developed 
countries (LDC's) and the poorest parts of the developing world. He is widely published 
and is the author of Global Energy Justice: Law and Policy (West, 2016), International 
Energy and Poverty: The Emerging Contours (Routledge, 2016). The 5th edition of his 
International Environmental Law in a Nutshell is due in 2017. Lakshman is an invited 
speaker to scholarly meetings in the USA and abroad, and received the 2016 Senior 
Scholar award granted by the Environmental Academy of the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN).

Hon. Mahdev Mohan
The Hon. Mahdev Mohan is a Nominated Member of the Parliament of Singapore. He is an 
Assistant Professor of Law at the Singapore Management University. He is the Executive 
Director of the Society of International Law, Singapore, and a Council Member of the 
International Law Association (Singapore branch). He is an editor of the Journal of East 
Asia and International Law, the China and WTO Law Review, and the Business and 
Human Rights Journal. Mahdev is also an Associate Tenant of Temple Garden Chambers 
in London, and ‘Of Counsel’ with Providence Law Asia, a Singapore-based law firm.
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Dr. Naazima Kamardeen
Dr. Naazima Kamardeen is a Senior Lecturer at the Faculty of Law of the University of 
Colombo, and an Attorney at Law of the Supreme Court of Sri Lanka. She received her 
legal education at the University of Colombo and at Georgetown University. Dr. 
Kamardeen’s areas of expertise and teaching include International Investment Law, 
Environmental Law and Sustainable Development, International Trade Law; and 
Intellectual Property Law. She served on the Editorial Board of the Sri Lanka Journal of 
International Law from 2004 - 2010. In 2003 - 2004, Dr. Kamardeen received a 
Fulbright Junior Scholarship award to pursue her postgraduate study in the United 
States; and in 2005, she was jointly awarded the SATA international law prize for the 
best essay to be published in the Asian Yearbook of International Law by an Asian 
writer under the age of 35. Her recent book titled Global Trade and Sri Lanka: Which 
Way Forward? published in 2016, explores the role of the WTO, its guiding principles, 
and its impact on Sri Lanka.  

Ms. Namini Wijedasa
Namini Wijedasa is an Assistant Editor at the Sunday Times and began her career 22 
years ago at The Island newspaper. Since then, she has worked at a range of national 
publications. She was a correspondent for the Associated Press and has worked in radio 
and television. She is The Economist's Sri Lanka writer since 2008 and has been the 
stringer for NHK Japan Broadcasting for more than 15 years. She is a recipient of the 
Lorenzo Natali Regional and Grand Prize awarded by the European Commission and 
several national awards, including Journalist of the Year, D.R. Wijewardene Award for 
Earning the Appreciation of Peers and the Public, Columnist of the Year and 
Investigative Journalist of the Year. She also received the Dag Hammarskjold Fellowship 
of the United Nations Correspondents’ Association.

Prof. Natalie Klein 
Prof. Natalie Klein is a Professor at the University of New South Wales. Sydney, Australia. 
She served as Dean of Macquarie Law School between 2011 and 2017, as well as Acting 
Head of Department for Policing, Intelligence and Counter-Terrorism at Macquarie in 
2013 - 2014. Professor Klein teaches and researches in di�erent areas of international 
law, with a focus on the law of the sea and international dispute settlement. Prof. Klein is 
the author of Dispute Settlement and the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea 
(Cambridge University Press, 2005) and Maritime Security and the Law of the Sea 
(Oxford University Press, 2011). She provides advice, undertakes consultancies and 
interacts with the media on issues concerning the law of the sea. Prior to joining 
Macquarie, Prof. Klein worked in the international litigation and arbitration practice of 
Debevoise and Plimpton LLP, served as counsel to the Government of Eritrea (from 
1998 - 2002) and was consultant in the O�ce of Legal A�airs at the UN. Her Master’s 
and Doctorate in law were earned at Yale Law School and she is a Fellow of the 
Australian Academy of Law. 

Dr. Nishan de Mel
 Dr. Nishan de Mel is the Executive Director and Head of Research of Verité Research, a 
think tank that provides analytical research and advisory services on economic, political 
and legal issues in Sri Lanka and Asia. He is an economist with extensive academic, 
policy, and private sector experience. He has been a member of the Presidential Task 
Force on Health Sector Reform, the Presidential Committee on Tobacco, Alcohol and 
Dangerous Drug Regulation, and the National Steering Committee on Social Security. 
He has also served as the Executive Director of the International Centre for Ethnic 
Studies and on the Board of the Sri Lanka Foundation Institute. Internationally, Nishan 
has held several governing, teaching, and research positions, including as a lecturer in 
Economics at Oxford University. He earned his masters and doctoral degrees in 
Economics at the University of Oxford where he was a Chevening Scholar and his 
undergraduate degree in Economics from Harvard University. 
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Dr. Paikiasothy Saravanamuttu
 Dr. Paikiasothy Saravanamuttu is the Founder and Executive Director of the Centre for 
Policy Alternatives. He has presented papers on governance and peace in Sri Lanka at a 
number of international conferences and is widely quoted in the international and local 
media. He is also a founder director of the Sri Lanka Chapter of Transparency 
International and a founding Co-Convenor of the Centre for Monitoring Election 
Violence, which has monitored all the major elections in Sri Lanka since 1997. In 2004, he 
was an Eisenhower Fellow (2004). Currently, he is Chairperson of the Eisenhower 
Fellows, Sri Lanka, member of the Board of the Berghof Foundation, the South Asia 
Transparency Advisory Group and a member of the Gratiaen Trust. Dr. Saravanamuttu 
received a BSc (Econ) and a PhD in International Relations from the London School of 
Economics and Political Science, University of London, in 1979 and 1986, respectively. He 
lectured in International Politics at the University of Southampton, UK, from 1984 – 1992.

Dr. Radhika Coomaraswamy
 Dr. Radhika Coomaraswamy received her BA from Yale University, her J.D. from 
Columbia University and her LLM from Harvard University. Dr. Coomaraswamy served as 
UN Under-Secretary-General and as Special Representative of the Secretary General on 
Children and Armed Conflict from 2006 until her retirement in 2012. Previously, from 
1994 to 2003, she was the UN Special Rapporteur on Violence against Women. In her 
UN assignments, Dr. Coomaraswamy was extensively in the field, speaking to women 
and children who were victims of crimes and violence and bringing their stories to the 
United Nations and other multilateral forums for immediate action and implementation 
of UN norms. In 2014, Dr. Coomaraswamy was tasked by the UN Secretary-General to 
lead the Global Study to review the fifteen year implementation of Security Council 
Resolution 1325 on Women, Peace and Security. In Sri Lanka, Dr. Coomaraswamy was 
the Chairperson of the Sri Lankan Human Rights Commission from 2003 to 2006 and 
was a Director of the International Centre for Ethnic Studies from 1984 to 2006. She is 
currently a civil society member of the Constitutional Council in Sri Lanka. Dr. 
Coomaraswamy is also an academic. She is a Global Professor of Law at the New York 
University School of Law. During her career, Dr. Coomaraswamy has received the 
International Law Award of the American Bar Association, the Bruno Kreisky Award, the 
Human Rights Award of the University of Oslo, among many others. Dr. Coomaraswamy 
has written books on constitutional law and many articles on women, ethnicity, 
pluralism, cultural studies, human rights, children and armed conflict. In 1995, in 
recognition of her services to the country, President Chandrika Bandaranaike 
Kumaratunga conferred on Dr. Coomaraswamy the National Honor of Deshamanya – 
“Jewel of the Nation.” She is currently a member of the UN Fact-Finding Mission on 
Myanmar.

Dr. Ram Manikkalingam
 Dr. Ram Manikkalingam is the Founding Director of the Dialogue Advisory Group. He 
was involved in the teams that disarmed the Irish National Liberation Army in Northern 
Ireland and Euskadi ta Askatasuna (ETA) in the Basque Region. Dr Manikkalingam has 
assisted international organisations and governments in dialogues with armed groups in 
Libya, Iraq, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. In Sri Lanka, he is assisting the 
President’s O�ce on national reconciliation. He is also a member of the Board of the 
Lakshman Kadirgamar Institute. Previously, he advised former President Kumaratunga 
on peace talks with the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) and has served as an 
adviser with Ambassador rank at the Sri Lankan Mission to the United Nations.
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Hon. Ravi Karunanayake 
The Hon. Ravi Karunananayke, MP, entered the portal of Sri Lankan politics in 1988 
under the able guidance and leadership of his political guru, Late Hon. Lalith 
Athulathmudali, former Cabinet Minister and erudite scholar. In 1994, he was nominated 
as a Member of Parliament. Following the footsteps of many illustrious Sri Lankan 
politicians, who decided to switch a�liation on principle, he decided to serve the nation 
as an independent Member of Parliament from 1995. With the dissolution of the Sri 
Lanka Parliament in 1999, he was invited by Sri Lanka’s pioneer political party, the 
United National Party, to seek election from the constituency of Kotte, the 
administrative capital of Sri Lanka. He was elected to the Parliament with a huge 
mandate from the Colombo District, and continues to be a shining beacon in national 
politics. His professional background as a qualified Chartered Management Accountant 
and a top-notch entrepreneur has earned him many accolades. The interim budget 
presented by him on 29 January 2015 as the Minister of Finance created history as the 
budget which provided great relief to the people of Sri Lanka. The interim budget was 
presented  within a period of seventeen days of assuming o�ce, thus proving his 
versatility in the arena of finance. The Ministry of Finance under his guidance initiated 
“Citizens Engagement in the Budgetary Process – 2017,” a novel approach and a first in 
the history of budget formulation. He is the former Finance Minister, and Foreign A�airs 
Minister of Sri Lanka.  

Dr. Rohan Samarajiva
 Prof. Rohan Samarajiva is the founding Chair of LIRNEasia, a think tank active across 
emerging economies in South and South East Asia. He frequently speaks and writes on 
economic topics in Sri Lankan media and wrote a book, in Sinhala, on economic 
strategies appropriate for Sri Lanka in 2012. Before setting up LIRNEasia, Dr. Samarajiva 
was Team Leader at the Sri Lanka Ministry for Economic Reform, Science and 
Technology and a Founder Director of the ICT Agency of Sri Lanka. He was 
Director-General of Telecommunications at a critical time in telecom reforms. He was an 
Honorary Professor at the University of Moratuwa, Visiting Professor of Economics of 
Infrastructures at the Delft University of Technology, Netherlands, and Associate 
Professor of Communication and Public Policy at the Ohio State University, USA. He 
was recently appointed as Chairman of the Informatiom and Communication 
Technology Agency of Sri Lanka.

Ms. Sashikala Premawardhane
Ms. Sashikala Premawardhane currently serves as the Director General of the Ocean 
A�airs and Climate Change divisions of the Ministry of Foreign A�airs. Ms. 
Premawardhane completed a Bachelor of Arts specialising in Economics at the 
University of Pune, India. Ms Premawardhane is a career foreign service o�cer who has 
served as Minister and Head of Chancery of the Sri Lanka High Commission in Canberra 
from 2009 - 2012 and as Acting High Commissioner for Sri Lanka in Australia from 
December 2010 to July 2011. Ms Premawardhane has also served in the Sri Lanka 
Embassy in Tokyo as First Secretary from 2001 - 2004. She has represented Sri Lanka at 
numerous international conferences, summits, seminars and symposia including as a: 
member of the Sri Lanka delegation to the 14th Session of the Universal Periodic 
Review of Sri Lanka at the UN Human Rights Council (November, 2012); member of the 
Sri Lanka delegation to the Strategic Discussion between the Armed Forces of India and 
Sri Lanka and Trilateral Talks (Maldives/Sri Lanka/India) on Maritime Security 
Cooperation, New Delhi, India, (January, 2013); member of the Sri Lanka delegation to 
the first Meeting of the Sri Lanka-China Joint Committee on Marine Cooperation, 
Beijing, China (2013); member of the Sri Lanka delegation to the inaugural Sri 
Lanka-Japan Dialogue on Maritime Security, Safety and Oceanic Issues, Colombo, 
Sri Lanka (January 2016); among a multitude of others, throughout her career.
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Dr. Sithara Fernando
 Dr. Sithara Fernando is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Strategic Studies, Faculty 
of Defence and Strategic Studies, General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University (KDU). 
Dr. Fernando obtained his BSc in International Relations from the London School of 
Economics and Political Science, University of London, and his MA, MPhil and PhD from 
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. He currently teaches undergraduate courses in 
Strategic and Defence Studies and International Relations, and a postgraduate course in 
Maritime Strategy and Security. He has published articles in the journals China Report, 
Strategic Analysis, and Insight on Africa. He has also published two books and one 
monograph. His current areas of research interest are major powers in the Indian Ocean 
Region (IOR), comprehensive maritime security in the IOR, and regional maritime 
security cooperation.
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Seminar on Emerging Issues in the Indian Ocean
  
               DAY 1

9.00  AM Guests to be seated
9.20  AM National Anthem
9.25  AM Welcome Remarks by Dr. Dinusha Panditaratne, Executive Director, LKI
9.30  AM Opening Address by Hon. Ravi Karunanayake, Minister of Foreign A�airs 
  and Chairman of LKI

9.50  AM SESSION 1  EMERGING SECURITY ISSUES

  Session Chair
  Admiral Jayanath Colombage, former Commander, Sri Lankan Navy

  Traditional Security & Great Power Interests in the Indian Ocean
  Dr. David Brewster, Senior Research Fellow, National Security College,   
  Australian National University

  Non-traditional Security Issues in the Indian Ocean
  Prof. Lailufar Yasmin, Professor, Department of International Relations,  
  University of Dhaka

  Discussant from Sri Lanka on Indian Ocean Security
  Ms. Sashikala Premawardhane, Director General (Actg), Ocean A�airs, 
  Strategic Security & Policy Planning, Ministry of Foreign A�airs

10.40 AM Q & A and Discussion
11.20  AM  Break

11.40  AM  SESSION 2  NORMATIVE DEVELOPMENTS AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION

  Session Chair
  Dr. Naazima Kamardeen, Faculty of Law, University of Colombo

  Commercial Context and Dispute Resolution in the Indian Ocean
  Mr. Mahdev Mohan, Assistant Professor, Singapore Management University 
  and Nominated Member of Parliament, Singapore

  State-to-State Dispute Resolution in the Indian Ocean
  Prof. Natalie Klein, Professor, Macquarie Law School, Macquarie
  University

  Discussant from Sri Lanka on Commercial and Legal Development
  Dr. Harsha Cabral, P.C., Member of the International Court of Arbitration

12.30  PM Q & A and Discussion
1.10  PM Vote of thanks and Conclusion of Seminar by Barana Waidyatilake, 
  Research Fellow, LKI

Event 
Programme

Supported by:
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12.30  PM Q & A and Discussion
1.10  PM Vote of thanks and Conclusion of Seminar by Barana Waidyatilake, 
  Research Fellow, LKI

Sri Lanka Foreign Policy Forum
 
1.15  PM Break 
2.00  PM  Arrival of VIPs
2.15  PM  Guests to be seated
2.30  PM  Welcome Address by LKI,Dr. Dinusha Panditaratne, Executive Director, LKI
2.35  PM  Keynote Address by Prof. Chin Leng Lim, Choh Ming-Li Professor-elect,  
   Chinese University of Hong Kong

3.00 PM   OPENING SESSION THE FOUNDATIONS OF SRI LANKAN FOREIGN POLICY

   Session Chair
   Mr. Daneshan Casie Chetty, Former Ambassador

   Sri Lanka and Global Citizenship
   Dr. Radhika Coomaraswamy, Former Under-Secretary General 
   of the United Nations

   Non-Alignment in Sri Lankan Foreign Policy
   Mr. A.L.A. Azeez, Senior Director-General, Ministry of Foreign A�airs

   Alternative Frameworks to Non-Alignment
   Dr. Nishan de Mel, Executive Director, Verité Research

   Sri Lanka as the ‘Centre of the Indian Ocean’
   Dr. Paikiasothy Saravanamuttu, Executive Director, Centre for 
   Policy Alternatives

4.05  PM  Q & A and Discussion
4.55  PM  Conclusion of Day 1 
5.00  PM  Reception

  DAY 2 

8.30  AM  Arrival of guests/registration opens
8.45  AM  Guests to be seated
8.55  AM  Arrival of VIPs
9.00 AM  Welcome Address by Mr. M.M Ja�eer, Additional Secretary (Multilateral  
  A�airs), Ministry of Foreign A�airs

9.10  AM  Keynote Address by Hon. Mahdev Mohan, Nominated Member of   
  Parliament, Singapore & Assistant Professor, Singapore Management  
  University

9.30  AM  SESSION 1  STRATEGIC AND NORMATIVE ISSUES OF FOREIGN POLICY

  Session Chair
  Ms. Sashikala Premawardhane, Director General (Actg), Ocean A�airs,  
  Strategic Security & Policy Planning, Ministry of Foreign A�airs

  Sri Lanka’s Relations with China and India
  Dr. Kadira Pethiyagoda, Visiting Fellow, Brookings Doha Centre

  Sri Lanka’s Maritime Security
  Dr. Sithara Fernando, Senior Lecturer, Sir John Kotelawala Defence   
  University
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  Reconciliation, Accountability and International Human Rights
  Dr. Farzana Hani�a, Senior Lecturer, Department of Sociology,   
  University of Colombo

  The Use of International Law in Sri Lanka’s Diplomacy
  Prof. Antony Anghie, Professor of Law, University of Utah & Professor, 
  Faculty of Law, National University of Singapore

11.10  AM  Break

11.30 AM  SESSION 2 A FOREIGN POLICY FOR NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

  Session Chair
  Dr. Rohan Samarajiva, Founding Chair, LIRNEasia

  Geo-economics and Sri Lankan Foreign Policy
  Prof. Kanishka Jayasuriya, Professor of Politics and International   
  Studies, Murdoch University

  Commercial Diplomacy in Sri Lanka: Exploring Some Issues
  Dr. Ganeshan Wignaraja, Chair-elect of the Global Economy Programme  
  (supported by Dilmah), LKI

  Energy Security
  Prof. Lakshman Guruswamy, Nicholas Doman Professor of International
  Environmental Law & International Energy Programs, University of   
  Colorado at Boulder

12.35  PM  Q & A Discussion

1.15  PM  Lunch

2.15  PM  SESSION 3 KEY ACTORS IN SRI LANKAN FOREIGN POLICY

  Session Chair
  Dr. Ram Manikkalingam, Founding Director, Dialogue Advisory Group

  International Civil Society
  Ms. Dinesha de Silva, Country Representative, The Asia Foundation

  The Media and Foreign Policy
  Ms. Namini Wijedasa, Assistant Editor, Sunday Times

  The Private Sector and International Financial Institutions
  Mr. Deshal de Mel, Senior Economist, Hayleys PLC

  Towards a Self-Reforming Foreign Ministry
  Mr. Daniel Alphonsus, former Media Secretary to the   
  Minister of Foreign A�airs, Sri Lanka

3.20  PM  Q & A and Discussion

4.00  PM  Summary Remarks and Vote of Thanks
4.05  PM  Conclusion of Day 2  / Reception
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